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In The United States District Court 
For The District Of Columbia 

 
BRET D. LANDRITH    ) 
Apt. 209, 5308 SW Tenth St.    ) 
Topeka, KS 66604     ) 
bret@bretlandrith.com    ) 
1-913-951-1715     ) Case No. 12-cv-01916-ABJ 
       ) 
SAMUEL K. LIPARI     ) 
803 S. Lake Drive      ) 
Independence, MO 64064    ) 
saml@medicalsupplyline.com    ) 
1-816-365-1306     ) 
       ) 

Plaintiffs   ) 
       ) 
       ) 
 vs.      ) 
       ) 
       )  OPPOSITION  
Hon. JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR.,    ) TO EXTENSION 
Chief Justice of the United States   ) 
1 First St. NE       ) 
Washington, DC 20543    ) Claim for Injunctive Relief 

Defendant   ) 
 

STATEMENT OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES  
IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’s MOTION FOR EXTENSION 

  
Comes now the plaintiffs, BRET D. LANDRITH and SAMUEL K. LIPARI, 

appearing pro se and make the following statement of points and authorities opposing 

Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR.’s motion for extension to answer or otherwise 

reply to the complaint (Doc. # 3 ). 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

1. The plaintiffs attempted to docket the original complaint for prospective injunctive  

relief from being targeted for criminal retaliation for having repeatedly seeking to provide 

competition in the nationwide monopoly of hospital supplies and for the plaintiffs’ 

advocacy against Sherman Antitrust and Civil Rights violations with the District of 

Columbia Court on 12/20/2012.  See Attachment 1 LANDRITH Affidavit at pg. 1. 

2. The defendant appears to have obtained a copy of the complaint in an undocumented 

screening process of the D.C. court on November 21, 2012 exhibited by a majority of the 

U.S. Supreme Court reopening the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) to a 

constitutionality challenge on November 26, 2012. See Attachment 2 Wash. Post 

Article.  

3. The plaintiffs were forced to attempt on 01/11/2013 to voluntarily dismiss their cause 

in this court due to post complaint misconduct by the defendant’s agents in the USDOJ 

and sent a settlement offer to the defendant Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR.’s 

counsel (see Entry of Appearance Doc. # 2 ), giving her notice of the misconduct and 

seeking the USDOJ’s help through outside counsel in reincorporating SAMUEL 

LIPARI’s Medical Supply Chain business within the District of Columbia and help 

through outside counsel in attempting to get BRET LANDRITH admitted to the D.C. Bar 

so that the plaintiffs can attempt to restart their lives in a jurisdiction where they would 

have the rights and privileges guaranteed under U.S. law. See Attachment 3 First 

Settlement Offer. 
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4. The defendant Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR.’s counsel acknowledged the 

offer in a reply email on 01/11/2013 seeking to discuss the offer during a telephone call 

with the plaintiffs. See Attachment 4 Acknowledgment of First Settlement Offer 

5. The plaintiff SAMUEL LIPARI contacted the defendant’s counsel by phone where she 

stated she doubted there was “subject matter jurisdiction” but that the people she had 

assigned to investigate the claims had not reported back yet. 

6. No acceptance or rejection of the settlement offer was made by the defendant Chief 

Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR before it expired by its terms on January 18, 2013. See 

Attachment 4 Acknowledgment of First Settlement Offer, pg. 2. 

7. The plaintiff SAMUEL LIPARI’s cellular prepaid phone on January 24, 2013, with the 

wireless carrier H2O was shut off (despite being prepaid). LIPARI made several efforts 

to regain service through technical support staffers who were unfamiliar with any other 

instance where prepaid services would be cut off.  See Attachment 5 LIPARI Affidavit 

at pg. 1-2 and attached exhibits. 

8. The plaintiff BRET LANDRITH’s cellular phone on the wireless carrier AT&T on 

January 24, 2013 was also shut off preventing communication with SAMUEL LIPARI 

and his friends and associates most of the business day. See Attachment 1 LANDRITH 

Affidavit at pg. 5. 

9. On January 25, 2013 the Kansas Supreme Court reversed the murder conviction of the 

African American Phillip D. Cheatham and former client of BRET LANDRITH in a 

decision describing LANDRITH’s role in the preliminary hearing and where 

LANDRITH, the only other attorney assisting Cheatham’s criminal attorney defend the 
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capital murder charges was suspended by Kansas Discipline Attorney Stanton A. Hazlett 

during the penalty phase of the trial. See Attachment 1 LANDRITH Affidavit at pg. 5. 

10. On 11/30/2012 ,the trial Judge Carlos Murguia in Landrith v. Kan. Attorney Gen. D. 

Kan. 12-cv-02161, (2012) ordered the filing sanctions sought by US Attorney for the 

District of Kansas, Barry R. Grissom (Doc. #1 pg.¶ ) and laundered through State of 

Kansas official defendants expressly prejudging the plaintiff LANDRITH’s property 

claims before Kansas Judge  Eric F. Melgren in Landrith v.Bank of New York Mellon, et. 

al, 12-CV-02352-EFM-DJW that had not been ruled on, USA Grissom then tried to used 

the judgment procured through his material misrepresentations of the controlling law for 

prospective injunctive relief to similarly sanction the Kansas District Court plaintiff 

Stewart Webb. See Attachment 1 LANDRITH Affidavit at pg. 6-7 and Landrith 

Affidavit Exhibit 5 Webb Docket 

11. On 2/24/2013, SAMUEL LIPARI’s nephew Ryan J. Lipari who had been identified 

in Medical Supply Line business plans as a candidate for executive officer of the dormant 

Kansas corporation Medical Supply Management, Inc. (created to avoid the monopolized 

market and sell to much less profitable home health customers) and who lost his 

executive job with Rent A Center after helping SAMUEL LIPARI, started experiencing 

trouble with his home internet connection. During several searches for his own wireless 

router, Ryan J. Lipari witnessed USDOJ F.B.I. wireless equipment in the vicinity of his 

home showing on his router list. See Attachment 6 RYAN J. LIPARI Affidavit at pg. 

1-2. 

12. The plaintiffs became concerned that the USDOJ was now targeting SAMUEL 

LIPARI’s nephew Ryan J. Lipari with the “surveillance” that would interfere with his 
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communications in his job search where he needed to support his children and wife in 

retaliation for his willingness to associate with the plaintiffs in launching Medical Supply 

Management, Inc. with the Medical Supply Line intellectual property developed by 

SAMUEL LIPARI to enter the home healthcare market and out of fear and experience 

with agencies controlled or supervised by the defendant Chief Justice JOHN G. 

ROBERTS, JR attacking other family members associated with the plaintiffs (the film 

Political Prosecutions documents the W.D. of MO USDOJ pattern and practice of 

targeting young family members to prevent advocacy 

http://www.politicalprosecutions.org) in the attempt to break the hospital supply 

monopoly, the plaintiffs made a second attempt to voluntarily dismiss their complaint 

through settlement. See Attachment 7 Second Settlement Offer. 

13. The plaintiffs’ Second Settlement Offer emailed on 2-20-2013 apprises the 

defendant’s counsel that subject matter jurisdiction over the Chief Justice JOHN G. 

ROBERTS, JR in his function as head of the Judicial Conference Of The United States is 

clearly established under Stump v. Sparkman, 435 U.S. 349, 362-63, 98 S.Ct. 1099, 55 

L.Ed.2d 331 (1978)., and that no appellate court has found an exception to judicial 

liability for the prospective injunctive relief against federal judges under these 

circumstances without relief at law in Pulliam v. Allen, 466 U.S. 522, 104 S.Ct. 1970, 80 

L.Ed.2d 565 (1984). See Attachment 7 Second Settlement Offer at pg. 1. 

14. The Second Settlement offer gave notice to the defendant to Chief Justice JOHN G. 

ROBERTS, JR that more extrinsic fraud violating the constitutional rights of the 

plaintiffs was being committed by his agent US Attorney General Eric Holder in an 

attempt to defend unlawfully against the plaintiffs’ claims and gives notice of the 
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plaintiffs’ evidence that the USDOJ investigation of the plaintiffs’ claims has now 

verified that federal officials knowingly participated in 15 U.S.C. §§ 1,2 (Sherman Act) 

criminal conduct and violations of the Civil Rights Acts 18 USC  

§§ 241, 242, and 245 with state officials, injuring the plaintiffs. 

15. No acceptance or rejection of the settlement offer was made by the defendant Chief 

Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR before it expires by its terms on March 8, 2013. See 

Attachment 7 Second Settlement Offer at pg. 3. 

16. The defendant to Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR. instead attempted to email 

the plaintiff SAMUEL LIPARI at his email address of ten years 

saml@medicalsupplyline.com finding it undeliverable (the plaintiff SAMUEL LIPARI 

has repeatedly been in court showing the USDOJ participates as an enforcer of the 

criminal monopoly in hospital supplies that skims over $80 Billion a year from healthcare 

systems in many forms of extrinsic fraud including causing internet censorship and in 

“surveillance” solely for the active disruption of communications including email See 

www.MedicalSupplyChain.com/news) but found it was undeliverable and then emailed 

LANDRITH seeking to consult on an extension. Attachment 8 Defendant’s Email 

Seeking Extension Consultation. 

17. The plaintiff BRET LANDRITH called the defendant’s counsel that afternoon and 

emotionally expressed his grave concern over the targeting of SAMUEL LIPARI by the 

defendant’s USDOJ and F.B.I. agents in deliberate use of extrinsic fraud to defend Chief 

Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR.; the plaintiffs’ past bad faith conduct in Kansas District 

court and the Western District of Missouri District Court to procure bad faith dismissals 

through materially misrepresenting the controlling law and even the facts on the face of 
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the complaint; and the undisputable presence of subject matter jurisdiction over Chief 

Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR in his role as head of the National Judicial Conference. 

Attachment 9 Memorialization of Extension Consultation. 

18. The plaintiffs gave notice of their objection to extension and Chief Justice JOHN G. 

ROBERTS, JR’s counsel agreed to serve by email any motions she may file, 

understanding the plaintiffs were severely prejudiced by the lack of electronic filing and 

service and that under local rules leave of the court was required for electronic filing, 

which SAMUEL LIPARI had sought her help in during the first phone call. 

19. No email has been sent to either plaintiff with the Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, 

JR’s motion for extension and on PACER, the plaintiffs were surprised to find one filed 

and that it was listed as “unopposed” and granted by this court the following day (2-26-

2013) without any knowledge of the plaintiffs.  

20. Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR’s motion for extension (Doc. #3) does not 

contain a statement of points and authorities as required under LCvR 7 (a) and cites no 

case law, rule or statute related to granting the extension. 

21. Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR’s proffered reason for granting the extension 

is that the agency under the control and supervision of Chief Justice JOHN G. 

ROBERTS, JR the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts (“AO”) informed Chief 

Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR’s counsel on or about February 18th, 2013 that the 

agency would not assist her in this litigation.  

22. February 18th, 2013 is a day after the Topeka Capital Journal newspaper printed, and 

two days after the newspaper’s website CJonline published an article about the Chief 

Justice Lawton Nuss of the Kansas Supreme Court and accusations that the justice 
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participated in the fabrication of evidence and that documentary evidence shows either 

Ed Collister, the appointed investigator of an ethics complaint against Kansas Attorney 

Discipline Administrator Stanton A. Hazlett for using his office for racketeering to 

criminally extort Kansas licensed attorneys from advocating for persons seeking to 

vindicate federal constitutional and statutory rights in court or Kansas Board for 

Discipline of Attorneys Chairman Sara S. Beezley to cover up and the bad faith 

investigation and prosecution used to attempt to extort the Kansas licensed attorney Keen 

Umbehr (Doc. #1 pg.18, ¶63) described in the complaint before this court as being 

similarly situated to the plaintiff BRET LANDRITH. See Attachment 1 Landrith 

Affidavit Exhibit 1 CJ Article. 

STATEMENT OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
  

Clearly, if the Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR. or his counsel’s first 

instinct was to join the previously successful felons described in the plaintiffs complaint 

and knowingly participate in their ongoing violations of 18 USC §§ 241, 242, and 245 

and the Sherman Antitrust Act 15 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq., the Topeka Capital Journal article 

first published on February 16, 2013 was a wise reason to abandon that strategy. 

Certainly Senior District Judge Thomas F. Hogan (D. D.C.), Director of the 

Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts and the employees of the Administrative Office 

of the U.S. Courts could no longer participate in any scheme to misrepresent the 

controlling precedent for this jurisdiction or the facts on the face of the plaintiffs’ 

complaint in order to procure a dismissal in this court through extrinsic fraud in 

furtherance of the widespread violation of clearly established constitutional rights 

required by the various racketeering enterprises that have infiltrated the Judicial Branch. 
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However, at law the AO is not permitted to defend Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, 

JR. in official capacity claims. See 28 U.S.C. §§ 516, 519 and 5 U.S.C. § 3106 and In re 

Confiscation Cases, 74 U.S. 454, 458 (1868); The Gray Jacket, 72 U.S. 370, 371 (1866). 

The complaint before this court details conduct of the defendant in his ministerial 

role as head of the Judicial Conference of the United States that is equivalent to that 

prohibited in The Judicial Conduct and Disability Act of 1980, 28 U.S.C. § 372(c) 

language "engaged in conduct prejudicial to the effective, and expeditious administration 

of the business of the courts" but that repeatedly and foreseeably violated the 

constitutional rights of the plaintiffs and provides certain danger of violating in the future 

unless the prospective injunctive relief is granted. There never could have been 

reasonable doubt concerning the subject matter of this court when the controlling 

precedent Stump v. Sparkman, 435 U.S. 349, 362-63, 98 S.Ct. 1099, 55 L.Ed.2d 331 

(1978) (cited by the Complaint itself Doc. #1 pg.6, ¶ 20) clearly establishes that federal 

judges are liable for their conduct nonjudicial function conduct of courts administration 

and where this court has repeatedly exercised the same subject matter jurisdiction over 

claims for prospective injunctive relief against federal judges or federal judicial branch 

agencies. See i.e. McBryde v. Committee to Rev. Cir. Council Conduct, 83 F.Supp.2d 135 

(D.D.C., 1999). 

The defendants’ motion by his agent and counsel stipulates facts that an agency 

under Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR.’s supervision and control, Senior District 

Judge Thomas F. Hogan’ Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts delayed Chief Justice 

JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR.’s timely answer to the plaintiffs’ complaint and therefore 
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admits violation of the Code Of Conduct For United States Judges, Judicial Canons 1 and 

2, and demonstrates evidence in proof of the plaintiffs’ claims for injunctive relief. 

Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR. does not proffer good cause or any basis 

for excusable neglect regarding his failure to timely answer the plaintiffs’ complaint.  

Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR. and his counsel had repeated notice that the 

plaintiffs’ rights were being violated by additional misconduct subsequent to the filing of 

their complaint by the government actors under the control of the defendant and 

described in the complaint that even made the plaintiffs attempt to voluntarily dismiss 

their action in two separate settlement attempts. There has been no suggestion of a 

meritorious defense in any email, telephone call, or the motion for extension (which 

violates LCvR 7 (a) for lacking points of authority) before this court. The defendant’s 

inability to meet the statutory requirement for answering the plaintiffs’ complaint is 

willful and prejudices the plaintiffs. See Nat'l Rest. Ass'n Educ. Found. v. Shain, at 5-8 

(D.D.C., 2012) 

This court has recognized the plaintiffs’ constitutional rights are injured by lack of 

diligence Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR. has shown:  “The diligent party must be 

protected lest he be faced with interminable delay and continued uncertainty as to his 

rights." Jackson v. Beech, 636 F.2d 831, 835-36 (D.C.Cir.1980). 

Whereas for the above stated reasons, the plaintiffs request that the court deny 

Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR.’s request for an extension and treat any untimely 

answer to the complaint as a default, giving Chief Justice JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR. the 

personal knowledge of the gravamen of his misconduct and an established procedure to 

cure it. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

 
S/ Bret D. Landrith  
Bret D. Landrith 
Plaintiff appearing pro se 
 

 
 
S/ Samuel K. Lipari 
Samuel K. Lipari 
Plaintiff appearing pro se 

 

 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 
The plaintiff’s hereby certify that they have served the defendant’s counsel by email and 

by US Mail on March 3,  2013.  

 
Ms. Claire Whitaker,  
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Judiciary Center Building 
555 Fourth St., N.W., Rm. E4204  
Washington, D.C. 20530 
Claire.Whitaker@usdoj.gov 
Attorney for Defendant Hon. JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR. 

S/ Bret D. Landrith  
BRET D. LANDRITH    
Apt. 209, 5308 SW Tenth St.    
Topeka, KS 66604     
bret@bretlandrith.com    
1-913-951-1715   
Plaintiff appearing pro se 
     
 
S/ Samuel K. Lipari 
SAMUEL K. LIPARI     
803 S. Lake Drive      
Independence, MO 64064    
saml@medicalsupplyline.com    
1-816-365-1306 
Plaintiff appearing pro se 

 



 
PLAINTIFF’S STATEMENT OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’s MOTION FOR EXTENSION 
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In The United States District Court 
For The District Of Columbia 

 
BRET D. LANDRITH,    ) 
SAMUEL K. LIPARI     )  Case No. 12-cv-01916-ABJ 
       ) 

Plaintiffs   ) 
       ) 
       ) 
 vs.      ) 
       ) 
       ) 
Hon. JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR.,    ) Affidavit 
Chief Justice of the United States   ) 
In his official capacity as head of the   ) 
Judicial Conference of the United States  ) 
       ) 

Defendant   ) 
 

 
 

 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRET D. LANDRITH 

 
I, BRET D. LANDRITH reside at Apartment 209, 5308 W Tenth St. in the city of 

Topeka, County of Shawnee, in the State of Kansas.  

Samuel Lipari and I first started trying to get the District of Columbia Court to 

docket the finished initial complaint in this case and prepare process for service on 

11/20/2012. 

After Sam and I mailed our complaint to the District of Columbia court, my 

federal food stamp benefits through the State of Kansas Department of Children and 

Family Services (“DCFS”) were cut again for the first week of December 2012. My adult 

son Thomas B. Landrith’s food stamps at his residence in another city were also cut by 

the DCFS despite supporting advocacy by a federal auditor assigned without probable 

cause to investigate his compliance. 

Attachment 1 LANDRITH Affidavit
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On 11/02/2012, I was severely admonished by Judge Carlos Murguia in the order 

Landrith v. Kan. Attorney Gen. D. Kan. 12-cv-02161, (2012) for arguing the preclusive 

effect of a concurrent jurisdiction State of Kansas action is governed by the rule from 

Snodderly v. Kansas, 79 F.Supp.2d 1241 (D. Kan., 1999); that the Rooker-Feldman 

doctrine cannot apply to a judgment in a concurrent jurisdiction state court case that is 

timely appealed. Id. at 1247-9; and for asserting that “res judicata principles” (collateral 

estoppel) also does not apply. Id. at 1244-45.  

Both issues based on the controlling published precedent for the Kansas District 

Court were essential to the class of home one thousand to two thousand Kansas 

homeowners my counsel proposed to represent in Landrith v.Bank of New York Mellon, 

et. al, 12-CV-02352-EFM-DJW.. 

The Kansas Attorney General Derek Schmidt materially misrepresented the 

controlling state law in Landrith v. Kan. Attorney Gen. D. Kan. 12-cv-02161, (2012) 

motion entitled Defendant Stanton  A.  Hazlett  and  Derek  Schmidt’s   Response To 

Plaintiff’s  Motion  For  Reconsideration at pg. 2 filed on November 13, 2012, that our 

supreme court determined in Rhoten v. Dickson, 223 P.3d 786, 290 Kan. 92 (Kan., 2010) 

that State of Kansas judgments have a res judicata effect despite being appealed. 

My counsel in the federal action over the foreclosure was is an attorney in private 

practice and brought the proposed racketeering class action based on the conduct where I 

was acting pro se in Johnson County Kansas Dist. Case No. 10CV1749, and is without 

the resources to bear the financial burden of any sanctions that may arise from my lawful 

assertion of rights in the Kansas District Court that sanctions lawful redress against 

provable conduct that also violates the United States Criminal Code. 
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On 11/06/2012, Kansas District Court Judge Eric F. Melgren granted my attorney 

leave to withdraw as counsel and dismissed in Landrith v.Bank of New York Mellon, et. 

al, 12-CV-02352-EFM-DJW. 

On 11/30/2012, Judge Carlos Murguia in the sanctions order for Landrith v. Kan. 

Attorney Gen. D. Kan. 12-cv-02161, (2012) struck my timely Rule 59 e motion and 

several K.D.C. Local Rule 7.3 Reconsideration motions and replies to the defendants’ 

answers and granted filing restrictions for my conforming to the controlling law of the 

Kansas District Court regarding and on the basis that my other litigation including 

Landrith v.Bank of New York Mellon, et. al, 12-CV-02352-EFM-DJW that had not been 

ruled on by the Kansas District Court judge it was before, Judge  Eric F. Melgren was 

frivolous. 

On 12/07/2012, my appeal was denied in the Tenth Circuit Landrith v. Gariglietti, 

et al 12-3048 seeking a reversal of a Kansas District Court judgment by Chief Judge 

Kathryn H. Vratil that my in forma pauperis complaint for prospective injunctive relief 

from contempt jail threats in DCFS enforcements of child support judgments (by the 

same DCFS officials that are with other State of Kansas officials keeping me from 

working even in non law related jobs and in other states) obtained without effective 

service and denial of Due Process in child custody issues via ex parte hearings and 

prevention from docketing state appeals was frivolous.  

The appeal brief before Tenth Circuit Judges Neil McGill Gorsuch, Senior Judge 

Stephen H. Anderson, Senior Judge David M. Ebel at pgs. 10-11 contained the excerpt 

from filings by Samuel K. Lipari describing Chief Judge Kathryn H. Vratil exerting 

influence on the Kansas Supreme Court to procure my disbarment through ex parte 
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communications to deprive me of the right to earn a living, support or parent my children 

additional retaliations under color of state law for the contracts to represent Bolden and 

Price’s federal civil rights in protected speech against race based animus:  

“208. The petitioner's counsel was disbarred through Stanton Hazlett and the State 
of Kansas Disciplinary office presenting ex parte testimony by Kansas District 
Judge Kathryn H. Vratil to personnel and justices of the Kansas Supreme Court, 
disparaging Medical Supply's counsel without his knowledge or opportunity to 
question Kansas District Court Judge Kathryn H. Vratil's testimony on October 20, 
2005 minutes before the Kansas Supreme Court justices heard Medical Supply's 
counsel's oral argument in defense of his law license. “  
Lipari v. General Electric, US District Court for the Western District of Missouri, 
Case No. 07-0849-CV-W-FJG Proposed Amended Complaint1. (Doc. 27 PL. 
MOT. FED. R. CIV. P. 59(e) at pg. 7, ¶ 10 )” 
 
 

The appeal brief contained the excerpts Kansas Supreme Court transcripts of 

Deputy Supreme Court Clerk Jason Oldham and Assistant Supreme Court Clerk Allison 

Schneider showing my disciplinary action leading to disbarment was initiated against me 

by Kansas Discipline Attorney Stanton A. Hazlett because I had timely docketed the state 

appeal for the African American James L. Bolden when the Shawnee District Court was 

repeatedly refusing to make the record available for the appeal; for voluntarily dismissing 

the appeal when the Clerk of the Appellate Courts was seeking to sanction me in order to 

bring Bolden’s action in federal court ( reversing Chief Judge Kathryn H. Vratil ); and for 

seeking the Interstate Compact against Child Trafficking documents used to take the 

American Indian child of my appellate practice client David M. Price that the  Kansas 

Supreme Court in Nunn v. Morrison, 608 P.2d 1359, 227 Kan.730 syl. 1-4 (Kan., 1980) 

had determined were the right of a parent to defend against termination of parental rights, 

and for asserting the parent and child’s federal race based civil rights under the Indian 

Child Welfare Act of 1978 (ICWA) 25 U.S.C. §§ 1901–1963. 
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The US Attorney for the District of Kansas, Barry R. Grissom’s initiation of prior 

restraint of my First Amendment Rights in the District Court case Landrith v. Schmidt, et 

al.,, Case No. 12- cv-02161 described in the complaint was taken over by the State of 

Kansas judicial branch contractor Brian Frost and joined by duplicate motion by the State 

of Kansas Department of Children and Family Services defendants. 

On 01/4/13, my Tenth Circuit appeal Landrith v. Schmidt, et al., case nos. 12-

3302 and 12-3332 of the orders by Judge Carlos Murguia summarily dismissing my 

complaint without discovery and sanctioning me with filing restrictions consolidated over 

my objection. 

On January 24, 2013 my cell phone from AT&T ( a different carrier that Sam’s) 

was cut, even though the service was paid up and my phone was blocked from calls at the 

same time Sam’s was so we could not speak to each other and I could not make or 

receive calls.  

On January 25, 2013, Phillip D. Cheatham Jr.’s murder conviction was reversed 

by the Kansas Supreme Court over the representation agreement of his criminal defense 

attorney and where I had been forced to withdraw as assistant counsel by Kansas 

Discipline Attorney Stanton A. Hazlett’s initiation of a suspension against me in the 

midst of his two year “investigation” of me that prevented me from representing clients 

(the testimony shows my few clients were targeted by Hazlett for their association with 

me) and was converted into a formal prosecution of me with a probable cause hearing 

supposedly held a couple hours after I revealed in the Kansas District Courtroom of 

Judge Julie Robinson during a hearing that I was being “investigated”.  
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On 02/12/2013, my Tenth Circuit appeal Landrith v. Schmidt, et al., case nos. 12-

3302 and 12-3332 briefs filed after my good faith reading of the order of consolidation 

granted in part and denied in part were stricken and the order declared I could not seek 

review of the striking of the briefs. 

On 2/17/2013, the Topeka Capital Journal published an article about the Kansas 

Supreme Court Chief Judge Lawton Nuss dismissing ethics charges against Kansas 

Discipline Attorney Stanton A. Hazlett for a bad faith investigation and attempted 

prosecution of the civil rights attorney Keen Umbehr that shut down his civil rights 

practice for two years for exposing the sexual extortion of female Kansas inmates and the 

corruption involving the State Prison system.  See Landrith Affidavit Exhibit 1 CJ 

Article. As a result of Keen Umbehr contacting an investigative journalist, the USDOJ 

had determined that female inmates’ constitutional rights were being violated. Landrith 

Affidavit Exhibit 2 USDOJ Letter. And safeguards or policies have gone unchanged. 

Landrith Affidavit Exhibit 3 KC Star article. 

 The Kansas Supreme Court made nation news when an appellate law clerk 

tweeted her animus against the former Kansas Attorney General Phil Kline and the 

predetermination that he will be disbarred. See Landrith Affidavit Exhibit 4 CJ Article. 

 During the last part of 2012, the Kansas District Court dismissed as frivolous an 

injunctive relief action brought by Stewart Webb against Chief Judge Kathryn H. Vratil 

and or the court seeking to have me admitted to represent him based on a prior action 

dismissed by Judge Fernando J. Gaitan, Jr. The Kansas District Court Judge Eric F. 

Melgren denied Stewart Webb’s motion for review of the magistrate’s order based in part 

on the assignment to Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan, Jr of the Western District of 
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Missouri District Court in the Eighth Circuit was unlawful, on the same day a concurrent 

jurisdiction state action also brought by Stewart Webb was removed to federal court by 

US Attorney Barry R. Grissom. The Kansas District Court then assigned the new case to 

Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan, Jr. of the Western District of Missouri District Court. 

See Landrith Affidavit Exhibit 5 Webb Docket. 

 Stewart Webb was forced to seek dismissal of his racketeering damages claims 

against private persons and injunctive relief against Chief Judge Kathryn H. Vratil 

because of documented long standing out of court external bias of Chief Judge Fernando 

J. Gaitan, Jr., including Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan, Jr. directorship of the Novation 

LLC cartel hospital St. Luke’s Health System, while he was a federal judge on Samuel 

Lipari’s case against the Novation cartel. The motion to withdraw included the bank 

account numbers that the racketeers utilized to launder money and buy influence. Stew 

Webb also sought voluntary dismissal because former Western District of Missouri US 

Attorney in private practice and representing defendants in the case had misrepresented to 

Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan, Jr. that a defendant Leonard Millman was deceased and 

filed a notice and affidavit of death when according to Stew Webb, Leonard Millman is 

alive and running his racketeering from Cuba. 

US Attorney Barry R. Grissom sought dismissal with prejudice and filing 

sanctions against Stewart Webb, attaching the judgment US Attorney Barry R. Grissom 

procured from Judge Carlos Murguia by misrepresenting the controlling law for 

prospective injunctive relief against federal judges as alleged in the complaint by Samuel 

Lipari and myself before this court to violate my First Amendment rights. 
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Alma attorney claims judicial cover-up in ethics
probe
Umbehr suspects chief justice is protecting ethic leader
Posted: February 16, 2013 - 7:55pm

By Andy Marso

THE CAPITAL-JOURNAL

Alma lawyer Keen Umbehr says he is "calling out" Chief Justice Lawton Nuss to prove that the
judicial branch didn’t fabricate evidence to support a dismissal of Umbehr's ethics complaint
against Stanton Hazlett, the state administrator in charge of attorney discipline.

Umbehr's complaint asserted Hazlett lied to him repeatedly about a review committee finding
probable cause to charge Umbehr with an ethics violation in order to coerce Umbehr into
admitting guilt and accepting a diversion and fine.

A review panel made up of Overland Park lawyer Nancy Anstaett, former Kansas Court of Appeals
Judge J. Patrick Brazil and Wichita lawyer Mikel L. Stout dismissed Umbehr's complaint Feb. 6.
In their dismissal report, they stated there was a finding of probable case in Umbehr's case, but
documentation of it, "or a lack thereof," caused confusion.

But Umbehr said he has evidence that suggests Ed Collister, the Lawrence attorney appointed to
investigate his complaint against Hazlett, fabricated the finding of probable cause after the fact. He
wants to see the report Collister provided to Stout, Brazil and Anstaett.

"Ultimately I allege that under the supervision of Chief Justice Nuss, Mr. Collister has conducted
an intentionally false investigation and wrote a false 204 report to the review committee and made
knowingly false statements of material fact in order to allow Mr. Hazlett to escape from the false
statements he made to me regarding the finding of probable cause in my case," Umbehr said. "If
Chief Justice Nuss will order the release of the 204 report and the names of the witness and their
statements, I am 100 percent positive that this will expose the fraud and deceit that Mr. Nuss is
knowingly and purposefully allowing in order to protect Mr. Hazlett's job."

Umbehr had asked for Collister to be removed during the investigation, saying Collister had a
conflict of interest because he received a $35,000 payment from Hazlett's office in 2012 for
contracting work, and Collister, Hazlett, Brazil, Stout and Anstaett were all co-defendants in the
2011 U.S. Court of Appeals case Kansas Judicial Watch vs. Stout.

Umbehr also questioned the extent of Collister's investigation, saying Collister never interviewed
him or his attorney.

Collister didn’t return a message left at his firm Thursday.

Hazlett emailed a response and said he would be making no further comment.

"After review, it was determined there was no probable cause to believe that I violated the rules
relating to the Discipline of Attorneys," Hazlett said. "I have been informed that Mr. Umbehr's
complaint has been dismissed and the matter is closed."

Kansas judiciary spokesman Ron Keefover said neither Nuss nor anyone else in his office has
access to the investigative files, per agency rules.

“Based on the 30-plus years I’ve been in my job, those investigations have always been conducted
with the utmost integrity by professional and respected members of the bar and judiciary,”
Keefover said.
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Umbehr gained local renown as a trash collector who went to the U.S. Supreme Court with a
lawsuit against Wabaunsee County commissioners who canceled their contract after he criticized
them in a newspaper column.

His run-in with Hazlett began in 2009 when the Kansas Department of Corrections filed a
complaint against him for bringing a Topeka Capital-Journal reporter into the Topeka Correctional
Facility to interview one of his clients, leading to a series of stories about widespread sexual abuse
in the women's prison.

That complaint eventually was dismissed, but not before Hazlett repeatedly told Umbehr the
committee reviewing it found probable cause and Umbehr's attorney at the time, John Ambrosio,
urged him to take the diversion deal and fine.

Umbehr jettisoned Ambrosio and retained new counsel. The new attorney's requests for Hazlett to
provide written evidence of the finding of probable cause eventually drew an apology from Hazlett,
who said he was "mistaken" about the finding.

Umbehr filed a complaint alleging Hazlett knowingly deceived him. In investigating the complaint,
Collister determined that a finding of probable cause did exist.

Steve Fabert, an attorney in the Kansas Attorney General's Office who represented Hazlett in the
manner, said Hazlett was essentially mistaken about being mistaken.

“He was right the first time,” Fabert said.

Stout, Anstaett and Brazil agreed, saying it was a clerical oversight that prevented Hazlett from
being able to provide the Kansas Board for Discipline of Attorneys’ finding of probable cause on
demand.

"Hazlett erroneously admitted a mistake when he could not locate documentation of the KBDA
review committee's actions," their dismissal states.

But Umbehr said he has evidence to the contrary in the form of a letter from Sara Beezley, a
Girard lawyer who was on the committee that would have made the finding of probable cause.

Umbehr's first documented instance of Hazlett saying such a finding was made came on Jan. 12,
2011. Beezley, in a letter dated April 3, 2012, makes no mention of such a finding.

"On October 24, 2011, we decided on a recommendation of a letter of caution," Beezley wrote. "We
do not have anything other than what you have seen. The Disciplinary Administrator indicated in
that letter that there was not sufficient evidence to prove a rules violation by clear and convincing
evidence so, of course, there would not be a formal hearing."

"Either Ed Collister is lying or Ms. Sara Beezley is lying," Umbehr said.

A message left with Beezley's secretary Friday wasn’t returned.

Umbehr said he believes Hazlett has made a habit of coercing attorneys to agree to a diversion
and fine before any probable cause has been found and Nuss is protecting Hazlett because the
money from those fines has helped prop up a cash-strapped judiciary. Umbehr said his fight with
the disciplinary administrator's office isn’t over, noting that he still has a complaint pending
against Ambrosio and that he plans to push for changes to the system.

Fabert said he is unaware of any formal challenges to the dismissal of Umbehr's complaint against
Hazlett, and the investigation and review committee's decision are valid.

“The Supreme Court rule operated the way they designed it to," Fabert said.

But Larry Zimmermann, a Topeka lawyer, said that even if everything played out the way Stout,
Brazil and Anstaett said it did in dismissing the case against Hazlett, misplacing a finding of
probable cause for months is still reason for concern.

"When an attorney’s license, livelihood, and integrity are under review in the ethics system, I
believe it fair to expect an exceptionally high standard of care in the processes of documenting,
investigating, and resolving those concerns," Zimmermann said in an email.

Andy Marso can be reached at Capital: (785) 233-7470; Office: (785) 295-5619 or
andy.marso@cjonline.com.
Follow Andy on Twitter @andymarso.
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Prisoner sex case throws light on some dark
secrets
February 26
BY TONY RIZZO
The Kansas City Star

They are, in every sense, captive victims.

And people incarcerated in the
country’s jails and prisons are
especially vulnerable and often
powerless to protect themselves
when they fall into the sexual
sights of the men and women
tasked with guarding them,
experts say.

In the Kansas City area’s most
recent case, a former deputy
with the Johnson County
sheriff’s office pleaded guilty
this week to a felony charge
related to an incident last year
with a female prisoner.

Such situations have been a
persistent concern across the country, and they can
jeopardize the safety and security of institutions as well
as prisoners and prison staff.

A national study published last year by the Bureau of
Justice Statistics found that 5.3 percent of former state
prison inmates reported being involved in sexual activity
with prison staff during their most recent incarceration.

“Sadly, this type of case is all too common in U.S. prisons
and jails,” said Lovisa Stannow, executive director for
Just Detention International.

Johnson County prosecutors charged Vernon
Finkenbinder, 40, in October with unlawful sexual
relations in an incident involving a 24-year-old female
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prisoner. He pleaded guilty Monday to an amended
charge of aggravated battery as part of a plea agreement
that required him to surrender his law enforcement
certification.

It was the second 2012 incident in the Kansas City area
involving a county corrections officer accused of having
sexual contact with a female inmate.

In June, a former Wyandotte County deputy pleaded
guilty to unlawful sexual relations. Robert Saladrigas, 25,
was placed on probation in August and ordered to
participate in a sexual offender treatment program. He
also was required to register with the state as a sexual
offender.

Most inmates who reported sexual contact with staff said
they were willing participants, according to the national
study.

In the Johnson County case, an attorney for the deputy
said it was an unusual case because it appeared to be a
“calculated plan” on the part of the inmate to target
Finkenbinder.

“The victim had a case pending at the time of the
incident and she wrote another inmate that ‘…this is my
only chance and get out of jail free card,’!” said attorney
Trey Pettlon.

But under the law, sexual contact between a corrections
officer and a prisoner is illegal regardless of whether it
was consensual.

“Vernon knows that what he did is inexcusable, and he
accepted responsibility for his actions promptly when
the matter came to light and now in court,” Pettlon said.

Some victim advocates question what level of consent
there can be in such cases because of the imbalance of
power between a corrections officer and a prisoner.

“When one party holds the key — literally — to the
other’s freedom, there can be no such thing as a
consensual relationship,” Stannow said.

Even in cases where physical force is not used, people in
a position of power over someone else have other
avenues of coercion at their disposal, said Jennifer
Marsh, vice president of victim services for the Rape,
Abuse & Incest National Network.

The national study backs that up.

Even many “willing” prisoners reported that they were
subjected to coercion, such as offers of special favors,
privileges or protection.

In a 2010 Kansas case, a former guard at the Topeka
Correctional Facility was charged with having sex with
three female inmates. Two of the three women reported
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that they were pressured into having sex in the officer’s
patrol car. Nathan VanDyke later pleaded no contest to
two counts of unlawful sexual relations, according to
court records.

Of the former prisoners reporting sexual contact with
staff in the national study, about 6,300 said they were
unwilling victims of sexual activity.

Nearly half of them said they were physically forced or
threatened into the sexual contact. Fifteen percent of
unwilling victims reported some type of physical injury,
according to the report.

The study also showed that 46 percent of those who
reported being sexually abused by staff said that they
were charged with some type of facility infraction after
reporting the incident to officials.

“With such blatant retaliation for reporting abuse, it’s no
wonder the vast majority of prisoner rape survivors
choose to remain silent,” Stannow said in a statement
when the study was released last year. “The failure of
many corrections officials to treat sexual abuse within
their facilities as a serious crime, and the cynicism of
punishing those who report having been abused is
simply stunning.”

The vast majority, nearly 80 percent, of reported sexual
activity involved male prisoners and female staff,
according to the study.

Several of the most highly publicized cases in recent
years in Kansas and Missouri have involved male
convicted murderers who were aided in escaping by
female prison staffers with whom they had developed
personal relationships.

In 2006, convicted Johnson County killer John Manard
escaped from the Lansing Correctional Facility. He hid in
a dog crate in a vehicle driven by Toby Young, who ran a
prison dog training program.

And in 1999, convicted murderer Terry Banks escaped
from the Crossroads Correctional Facility in Cameron,
Mo., with the help of guard Lynette Barnett, who
provided him with a guard uniform that he wore out of
the facility.

Both women were prosecuted for aiding those escapes.

Lt. Kelli Bailiff of the Wyandotte County sheriff’s office
said those cases show the kinds of security breaches that
can occur with such relationships.

Officers are trained to avoid becoming entangled in
those situations, she said. And beyond the security
concerns, corrections officials have an obligation to
safeguard the welfare of the prisoners entrusted to their
care.
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“We need to be held to a higher standard, and rightly
so,” Bailiff said. “It’s against the law. Bottom line.”

To reach Tony Rizzo, call 816-234-4435 or send email to trizzo@kcstar.com.
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Even Steven •  4 days ago
Prison for the guard, add more prison time for the detainee.
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• Reply •

Glassmanian_Devil  •  3 days ago Even Steven
Yep.

No sense in letting detainee get away with said plan.
 2 

• Reply •

Marco Polo •  3 days ago
Prisoners and guards having sex behind bars............gee,when has that NOT
happened?

 1 

• Reply •

beobotchter •  3 days ago
Could this be another situation where it depends on which sex is guarding. I'm
guessing male prisoners aren't complaining when approached by female guards. Similarly,
female teachers and male students. Who's doing the complaining?
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KCBornAndBred •  3 days ago
People have joked for decades about prison jokes with everything from the old
"soap on a rope" to "bend over - Ben, glad to meet you". For anyone to be so naive as to
think sex behind bars of any kind and consensual or not, is just "head in the sand"
mentality. Just because you don't like it and don't want to talk about it let alone hear about
it doesn't mean it isn't happening......AND....it should be given as much attention as Adele
Hall passing or a downtown railway!
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culturechange •  3 days ago
The War on Sex goes to prison now.
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Kline attorney wants probe into law clerk's
anti-Kline tweets in Supreme Court hearing
Kline: probe should be broad, by investigators outside the Kansas
courts
Posted: November 16, 2012 - 12:23pm

By Steve Fry

THE CAPITAL-JOURNAL

Phill Kline's attorney on Friday said he wants a thorough, independent investigation into what he
called "anti-Kline animus" after a Kansas Court of Appeals law clerk tweeted "raw" messages
critical of the former attorney general.

The tweets on the Twitter social network came during Kline’s disciplinary hearing Thursday before
the Kansas Supreme Court.

One tweet commented on Kline’s facial expression, saying: “Why is Phil Klein (sic) smiling? There
is nothing to smile about, douchebag.” Another predicted that Kline would be disbarred by the
court for seven years for misconduct.

Thomas Condit, a Cincinnati attorney representing Kline, was driving home Friday when The
Topeka Capital-Journal interviewed him about the tweets by Sarah Peterson Herr, a research
lawyer for Kansas Court of Appeals Judge Christel Marquardt.

"We are calling for a full, complete, broad and independent investigation by someone outside the
judicial branch of the government into the communications of all Court of Appeals and Supreme
Court law clerks and research attorneys," Condit said.

"There's some raw language in some of those tweets, and they're hostile to Mr. Kline," Condit said.

Herr issued a statement to The Associated Press apologizing for how the public may perceive the
judicial system based on her comments. She said that in her duties she had nothing to do with the
Kline case nor has she discussed the case with those who do in the judicial branch.

“I didn’t stop to think that in addition to communicating with a few of my friends on Twitter I
was also communicating with the public at large, which was not appropriate for someone who
works for the court system,” Herr said. “I apologize that because the comments were made on
Twitter — and thus public — that they were perceived as a reflection on the Kansas courts.”

Judicial branch spokesman Ron Keefover was quoted by the AP as saying he didn't know of any
impact on the judges and justices who heard the Kline case.

"I think it's a matter unrelated to the case," Keefover said of the Herr tweeting incident.

Condit said it was "premature" for the court to drawn that conclusion. He said he wants to know
how deep the anti-Kline sentiment goes.

There is no direct connection between Herr in the Court of Appeals to the Supreme Court, Condit
said.

But "birds of a feather flock together," Condit said, meaning law clerks from the Court of Appeals
and Supreme Court talk, eat together and exchange ideas.
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Herr was temporarily suspended from her job Friday pending an investigation about the tweets
she posted during the hearing in the Kline ethics case. An internal investigation of her conduct
will be conducted, Keefover said.

Condit defined a law clerk, generally speaking, as a lawyer who is a skilled legal researcher for a
judge and who drafts legal opinions, sometimes crafting phrasing used by the judge in an opinion.

Keefover said he and others in the Office of Judicial Administration had seen the tweets before
they were later removed and Herr’s Twitter account locked.

“Obviously, the fact that it is a clerk for the appellate court sitting in the same building as the
Supreme Court is really demeaning to the entire appellate court system,” Condit said. “It’s the kind
of thing that’s really going to impair people’s confidence in the fairness and objectivity of the
judicial system.”

The tweets were posted during a hearing to decide whether Kline should be disbarred or his law
license should be indefinitely suspended for his conduct during investigations of abortion
providers.

The comments appeared around 10 a.m. Thursday when Kline was standing before the seven-
member court answering questions related to his conduct while attorney general and Johnson
County district attorney.

“It’s over, sorry,” one of the tweets said. “I did like how the district court judges didn’t speak the
entire time. Thanks for kicking out the SC (Supreme Court,) Phil! Good call.”

Five of the seven justices of the Kansas Supreme Court recused themselves from the ethics hearing
because they had been involved in previous court opinions that were at the center of Kline’s case.
Replacement judges were taken from district courts and the Court of Appeals, but Marquardt, who
plans to retire in January, didn’t hear Thursday’s case.

Mary Kay Culp, executive director of Kansans for Life, said the tweets are “indicative of an attitude
that’s pervasive” in the judicial branch — one of bias against Kline, an abortion opponent — and
that concerns her.

Keefover said signs were posted in the Kansas Judicial Center in Topeka indicating cellphones and
other electronic devices weren’t to be used in the Supreme Court chambers.

Steve Fry can be reached at (785) 295-1206 or steve.fry@cjonline.com.
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U.S. District Court
DISTRICT OF KANSAS (Kansas City)

CIVIL DOCKET FOR CASE #: 2:12-cv-02705-FJG-KGG

Webb v. Sitai et al
Assigned to: Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan, Jr
Referred to: Magistrate Judge Kenneth G. Gale
Demand: $75,000
Case in other court:  District Court of Johnson County, Kansas,

12-CV-08274
Cause: 28:1442 Petition for Removal

Date Filed: 11/01/2012
Jury Demand: Defendant
Nature of Suit: 440 Civil Rights: Other
Jurisdiction: U.S. Government Defendant

Plaintiff
Stewart A. Webb represented by Stewart A. Webb 

16508 A East Gudgell 
Independence, MO 64055 
816-478-3267 
Email: stewwebb@stewwebb.com 
PRO SE

V.
Defendant
Agakias Sitai represented by Leo L. Logan 

Coates & Logan, LLC 
6804 West 107th Street, Suite 250 
Overland Park, KS 66212 
913-381-4000 
Fax: 913-381-4011 
Email: lll@coateslogan.com 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Noah K. Garcia 
Coates & Logan, LLC 
6804 West 107th Street, Suite 250 
Overland Park, KS 66212 
913-381-4000 
Fax: 913-381-4011 
Email: nkg@coateslogan.com 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Defendant
Evelyn A. Omondi represented by Leo L. Logan 

(See above for address) 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
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Noah K. Garcia 
(See above for address) 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Defendant
Carol Davis 
FBI Agent

represented by Brandon D. Laird 
Office of United States Attorney - Kansas
City 
500 State Avenue, Suite 360 
Kansas City, KS 66101 
913-551-6730 x 6560 
Fax: 913-551-6541 
Email: brandon.laird@usdoj.gov 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Christopher Allman 
Office of United States Attorney - Kansas
City 
500 State Avenue, Suite 360 
Kansas City, KS 66101 
913-551-6730 
Fax: 913-551-6541 
Email: Chris.Allman@usdoj.gov 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Defendant
Kathryn H. Vratil 
Chief Judge, United States District Court
for the District of Kansas

represented by Brandon D. Laird 
(See above for address) 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Christopher Allman 
(See above for address) 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Defendant
Leonard Millman

Defendant
Elaine Millman represented by Edward D. Greim 

Graves Bartle Marcus & Garrett, LLC 
1100 Main Street, Suite 2700 
Kansas City, MO 64105-5195 
816-256-4144 
Fax: 816-817-0863 



Email: edgreim@gbmglaw.com 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Defendant
Kerre Millman represented by Edward D. Greim 

(See above for address) 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Defendant
American Family Insurance

Defendant
Does 1-10

Defendant
James P. Beasley

Defendant
Robert S. Mueller, III 
FBI Director

represented by Brandon D. Laird 
(See above for address) 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Christopher Allman 
(See above for address) 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

Defendant
Grandview Police Department

Date Filed # Docket Text

11/01/2012 1 NOTICE OF REMOVAL from District Court of Johnson County, Kansas, case number
12-CV-08274, filed by Carol Davis, Kathryn H. Vratil. (Attachments: # 1 State Court
Records) (ta) (Entered: 11/01/2012)

11/01/2012 2 CIVIL COVER SHEET re: 1 Notice of Removal by Defendants Carol Davis, Kathryn
H. Vratil. (ta) (Entered: 11/01/2012)

11/01/2012 3 DESIGNATION OF PLACE OF TRIAL filed by Defendants Carol Davis, Kathryn H.
Vratil - trial to be held in Kansas City. (ta) (Entered: 11/01/2012)

11/01/2012 4 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE of Certficate of Service by Kathryn H. Vratil. (Laird,
Brandon) (Entered: 11/01/2012)

11/02/2012 5 CLERKS ORDER EXTENDING TIME until 11/30/2012 for Defendants Carol Davis,
Kathryn H. Vratil to answer or otherwise plead. Signed by deputy clerk on 11/2/2012.



(ta) (Entered: 11/02/2012)

11/09/2012 6 STATE COURT RECORDS from 10th Judicial District, Johnson County, Kansas.
(Laird, Brandon) (Entered: 11/09/2012)

11/09/2012 7 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE of State Court Records by Kathryn H. Vratil re 6 State
Court Records. (Laird, Brandon) (Entered: 11/09/2012)

11/12/2012 8 CLERKS ORDER EXTENDING TIME until 11/26/2012 for Defendants Evelyn A.
Omondi, Agakias Sitai to answer or otherwise plead. Signed by deputy clerk on
11/12/2012. Mailed to pro se party Stewart A. Webb by regular mail. (ta) (Entered:
11/13/2012)

11/13/2012 9 ENTRY OF APPEARANCE by Edward D. Greim on behalf of Elaine Millman, Kerre
Millman (Greim, Edward) (Entered: 11/13/2012)

11/13/2012 10 CLERKS ORDER EXTENDING TIME until 12/03/2012 for Defendants Elaine
Millman, Kerre Millman to answer or otherwise plead. Signed by deputy clerk on
11/13/2012. (ta) (Entered: 11/14/2012)

11/21/2012 11 AMENDED COMPLAINT against Defendants, filed by Stewart A. Webb.(Webb,
Stewart) (Entered: 11/21/2012)

11/30/2012 12 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE of Certificate of Service by Kathryn H. Vratil re 4
Certificate of Service, 6 State Court Records (Laird, Brandon) (Entered: 11/30/2012)

12/03/2012 13 NOTICE of Record of Party's Death by Elaine Millman, Kerre Millman (Attachments:
# 1 Exhibit A)(Greim, Edward) (Original filing of Exhibit A contained personal
identifiers and as such has been blocked from public view; the redacted version has
been attached this entry on 12/3/2012: # 2 Exhibit A - Redacted) (kao). (Entered:
12/03/2012)

12/03/2012 14 MOTION TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM and for Lack of
Personal Jurisdiction by Defendants Elaine Millman, Kerre Millman(Greim, Edward)
(Entered: 12/03/2012)

12/03/2012 15 MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT of 14 MOTION TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO
STATE A CLAIM and for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction by Defendants Elaine
Millman, Kerre Millman (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit A)(Greim, Edward) (Original filing
of Exhibit A contained personal identifiers and as such has been blocked from public
view; the redacted version has been attached this entry on 12/3/2012: # 2 Exhibit A -
Redacted) (kao). (Entered: 12/03/2012)

12/04/2012 16 MOTION to Dismiss Case as Frivolous , MOTION TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO
STATE A CLAIM of Defendants Satai and Omondi ( Response deadline 12/26/2012)
by Defendants Evelyn A. Omondi, Agakias Sitai(Logan, Leo) (Entered: 12/04/2012)

12/04/2012 17 MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT of 16 MOTION to Dismiss Case as Frivolous
MOTION TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM of Defendants Satai
and Omondi by Defendants Evelyn A. Omondi, Agakias Sitai(Logan, Leo) (Entered:
12/04/2012)

12/05/2012 18 MOTION for Extension of Time to File Answer re 11 Amended Complaint by
Defendants Robert S. Mueller, III, Kathryn H. Vratil(Laird, Brandon) (Entered:
12/05/2012)



12/05/2012 19 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE of Motion and Memorandum In Support of Defendants
Sitai and Omondi's Motion To Dismiss For Failure To State A Claim Upon Which
Relief May Be Granted Or To Strike Plaintiff's Amended Complaint by Evelyn A.
Omondi, Agakias Sitai. (Logan, Leo) (Entered: 12/05/2012)

12/05/2012 20 ORDER granting 18 Motion for Extension of Time to Answer. Carol Davis answer due
12/20/2012; Robert S. Mueller, III answer due 12/20/2012; Kathryn H. Vratil answer
due 12/20/2012. Signed by Magistrate Judge Kenneth G. Gale on 12/5/2012. (This is a
TEXT ENTRY ONLY. There is no.pdf document associated with this entry.) (df)
(Entered: 12/05/2012)

12/07/2012 21 MINUTE ORDER OF RECUSAL AND REASSIGNING CASE. District Judge Julie
A. Robinson recuses and case is reassigned to Chief Judge Fernando J. Gaitan, Jr. for
all further proceedings. Signed by deputy clerk on 12/7/2012.Mailed to pro se party
Leonard Millman, 2400 Cherry Creek Drive South, #70, Denver, CO 80209-3261,
American Family Insurance, 6000 American Parkway, Madison, WI 53783, American
Family Insurance, Rick K. Slocum, Registered Agent, 901 Kentucky, Suite 205,
Lawrence, KS 66044, American Family Insurance, Rick K. Slocum, Registered Agent,
5841 SW 29th Street, Topeka, KS 66614 by regular mail. (pp) (Entered: 12/07/2012)

12/18/2012 22 RETURN Mail received re 21 Order Reassigning Case addressed to American Family
Insurance ("Return to Sender, Attempted - Not Known - Unable to Forward." Not
remailed.) (bt) (Entered: 12/18/2012)

12/20/2012 23 MOTION TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM , MOTION to Dismiss
for Lack of Jurisdiction or in the Alternative for Summary Judgment ( Response
deadline 1/10/2013) by Defendants Carol Davis, Robert S. Mueller, III, Kathryn H.
Vratil. (Allman, Christopher) (Entered: 12/20/2012)

12/20/2012 24 MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT of 23 MOTION TO DISMISS FOR FAILURE TO
STATE A CLAIM MOTION to Dismiss for Lack of Jurisdiction or in the Alternative
for Summary Judgment by Defendants Carol Davis, Robert S. Mueller, III, Kathryn H.
Vratil (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit 1-Declaration)(Allman, Christopher) (Entered:
12/20/2012)

12/20/2012 25 MOTION to Stay Discovery by Defendants Carol Davis, Robert S. Mueller, III,
Kathryn H. Vratil (Attachments: # 1 List of Attachments, # 2 Attachment A, # 3
Attachment B, # 4 Attachment C, # 5 Attachment D, # 6 Attachment E, # 7 Attachment
F, # 8 Attachment G)(Allman, Christopher) (Entered: 12/20/2012)

12/21/2012 26 JOINDER by Defendants Elaine Millman, Kerre Millman re 25 MOTION to Stay
Discovery . (Greim, Edward) (Entered: 12/21/2012)
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Comments

Print Reprints

SCOTUS opens door to a new Obamacare
challenge
Posted by Sarah Kliff on November 26, 2012 at 11:09 am

It feels a bit like deja vu all over again. The Supreme Court has ordered an appeals court to
reopen arguments on the Affordable Care Act’s employer mandate and contraceptive coverage
provisions, opening a potential path back to the highest court by late 2013.

The case at hand is one filed Liberty University, a Christian college in Virginia. The university
had filed one of the earlier suits against the health care law, which was among the dozens
dismissed by the Supreme Court when it ruled the Affordable Care Act’s individual mandate to
be constitutional.

The Liberty University case also is unique in that it was the only one where the appeals court
decided it couldn’t even make a ruling, given that the provisions it was supposed to rule on
hadn’t come into effect. The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the Anti-Injunction Act
precluded any rulings about the mandate’s constitutionality before the mandate actually took
effect and individuals began paying penalties. 

The Supreme Court sided against that viewpoint. In its decision, the justices said that it was
within the court’s power to rule on the health law now. That leaves Liberty wanting some
answers on the provisions it challenged in court. The Obama administration also agreed that
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these issues should go back to the Fourth Circuit. Other courts are already hearing new
challenges to the health care law, too.

Liberty University doesn’t want to challenge the individual mandate as a tax; we already know
what the Supreme Court thinks about that. But it does want are answers whether the
individual and employer mandates in the law violate religious freedoms, by forcing Americans
to pay for abortions. “Petitioners’ remaining claims should be subject to adjudication by the
lower courts,” Liberty University’s lawyers wrote in a July 2012 petition for re-hearing. 

The ever-helpful Lyle Denniston at SCOTUSBlog, who has covered the Supreme Court for
decades now, observes that this is a pretty rare move:

Ordinarily, the Court simply denies rehearing pleas with routine orders.  The other side in
such a situation is not even allowed to react to the rehearing petition unless the
Court explicitly asks it to do so.  The Court held onto the Liberty rehearing plea over the
summer — a period during which it routinely denied a host of other rehearing petitions,
without comment.  The Justices took up the Liberty plea at their September 24 Conference,
resulting in Monday’s order asking the Obama Administration to file a response — within
thirty days – with advice on what the Court should do with the Liberty case.   While not
signaling what the ultimate disposition might be, that was a sufficient break from the
normal practice that it carried at least potential significance.

It’s hard to know at this point what would
happen if these two provisions of the
health care law were overturned. Health
policy experts don’t tend to consider the
employer mandate as crucial to the health
law’s success as the individual mandate.
The vast majority of employers already
provide insurance coverage, with no
mandate at all.

If the mandate were to fall and employers
were not to provide coverage, workers

could potentially head to an insurance exchange and purchase coverage there, some with
subsidies. Research suggests this coverage would end up costing employees more, but the
option would still be there.

As to what happens next, the Fourth Circuit Court in Virginia must go ahead and rehear
Liberty University’s arguments against the employer mandate and mandated contraceptive
coverage. Jennifer Haberkorn notes that this circuit court moves quickly, meaning oral
arguments could happen as soon as spring 2013. And that could lay the foundation for a
repeat performance in front of the Supreme Court late next year – just before the major parts
of the health care law are expected to kick into gear.
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12/6/2012 4:11 PM CST

In response to the Supreme Court decision on the ACA, some people are celebrating “health care for all.” But
this doesn’t equal health care for all – rather it is insurance coverage for all, and insurance coverage does not
equal access to care. 
 
I do believe there have been positive impacts on the health care system due to the ACA, such as the cultural
shift we have seen toward quality, the higher level of awareness about the importance of prevention, and that it
started a dialogue about whether health care was a right to be had by all or a privilege to be enjoyed by a few.
But, I feel that the decision to uphold the individual mandate puts an end to the discourse on this important issue,
and we are losing the opportunity to move our discussion to the next level and more importantly to shift our
action to bringing access to services to all through a single payer system. 

Yvonne Hamby wrote:

11/30/2012 4:07 PM CST

John Roberts Rex. 
 
Whatever laws he and his fellow fascists don't like they cut down with or without any precedent or defendable
logic. He is the final arbiter of laws whether they are constitutional or not, he and his fascist friends will think up a
reason for killing them. 
 

Bill_USA wrote:

12/26/2012 8:12 AM CST

It's called judicial review. 
Maybe laws should be crafted that actually comply with the constitution. 

jbtaylor77 responds:

11/30/2012 10:27 AM CST

So now, any religious group can get out of carrying auto insurance, because they've decided that it's God's will if
you live or die in an accident. I know that Christian Scientists disdain any kind of medical treatment, but CS
parents of children who have been abused because of lack of care have been held responsible for their inaction.
Any religious group could before the Supreme Court and say for instance they shouldn't obey IRS laws, that the
FDA should be dissolved for keeping them safe, because that's God's will. Where does it stop?

harschwarz wrote:

 

Add your thoughts...
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12/26/2012 8:13 AM CST

States have powers that the federal government does not have. A simple reading of the constitution
will enlighten you.

jbtaylor77 responds:

11/27/2012 10:04 PM CST

Liberty University? What the heck kind of a place is that?

arm320 wrote:

11/28/2012 1:53 PM CST

The University founded by Jerry Falwell in Lynchburg, VA

DKUVA responds:

11/30/2012 2:03 PM CST

Its where Republicans hire interns to run the Justice Department>

monsterdon responds:

11/27/2012 8:53 PM CST

What next? The SC will take up a case deciding the definition of the word "is"?

MassResident1 wrote:

11/27/2012 9:31 PM CST

Just like Bill Clinton did, remember? (Although I like Clinton).

DavidGonzales responds:

11/27/2012 8:12 PM CST

By all means, please overturn Obamacare, what would be a better catalyst to remake the court? Love it, we may
lose on this round, but it's the long term marginalization of those nutty activist judges, Scalia, Thomas and the
ever arrogant Alito. Hopefully Kennedy will go in the next four years.

SpankerofMcFlyNuttyNeoconsTeaBaggersBushApologists wrote:

11/27/2012 9:33 PM CST

Hopefully you will lose your job Spankerblahblahblah, and then you will lose your health insurance and

DavidGonzales responds:
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then you will develop cancer and then you will have nowhere to go for medical treatment and then you
will go to the big hotel in the sky (or maybe the basement in the bottom, who knows?)

11/28/2012 1:54 PM CST

I think you misunderstood "Spanker" -- he was saying if the Court goes that route, then that would be
the catalyst to remake the court in a more liberal direction . . .

DKUVA responds:

11/30/2012 10:07 AM CST

I think this is just bad. The elephants lost the election but can't accept that. Remember the rich winning
the election with William McKinley. Only to have him being assassinated and Teddy Roosevelt taking
over and busting up the monopolies. Much to the shagrin of Andrew Carnegie, J.P. Morgan, and
Rockefeller. The greed of the rich is disgusting.

Putin responds:

11/27/2012 7:24 PM CST

Why have you stopped beating your wife? You mean before, or after I sold her? Such is the logic of a Supreme
court that entirely forgotten, ignored and honored in the breach the constitution. Do they have an agenda? Yes in
my opinion. 
 
The constitution is an august and noble document, written in fine English. They seem not inlined to look at that....
after all they were trained as lawyers and Chief Justice Roberts touted the wonders of stare decisis. No where in
the constitution is that phrase to be found. It talks about consistency of law. Sorry, it is not nor can it be, for times
have changed since the 1700's. To many precedents. Too many paradoxes of interpretation. We must reboot. 
 
The constitution is fine. The law is Broke. Broken

Gentleman wrote:

11/27/2012 4:34 PM CST

My religious views require us to end the wars in Iraq, outlaw all restrictions on abortion, and repeal the 2nd
amendment.

fartbreath2012 wrote:

11/27/2012 5:27 PM CST

How does my 2nd amendment right violate your religious views since you have a choice to buy a gun
or not? You don't make any sense at all.

Kenneth Davenport responds:

11/27/2012 5:50 PM CST

I completely agree. In all seriousness, if being forced to subsidize abortions cannot be done by law
because it infringes on one particular set of religious beliefs, then consider non monotheist religious
teaching: 
In Asia, many religions teach that ALL killing is wrong (Jainism, Buddhism). Therefore the Entire
Defence Department infringes on the First Amendment, by forcing those who follow Asiatic religions to

Dr5hez responds:
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subsidize killing. Never mind the killing of unborn children (who are of uncertain sentience), followers
of Eastern Religions are being forced to subsidize the killing of adults, of absolutely certain sentience. 
If the Supreme Court even considers this objection, then it will be guilty of horrendous philosophical
eurocentricity and flagrant Christian bias - the very things that the First Amendment is supposed to
protect us from.  
Either that, or the U.S. will have to end all combat operations and decommission the entire US military
immediately.  

11/27/2012 6:16 PM CST

Kenneth, it's called sarcasm.

ireland3 responds:

11/27/2012 6:18 PM CST

To Kenneth credit, the fact is that to work, sarcasm needs to make some sense.

simontemplar responds:

11/27/2012 7:07 PM CST

Sad part is, sarcasm is foreign to most right wing posters....so anytime a non right wing poster, posts
something outrageous, no one doubts the validity of some right winger having posted another
outrageous comment. 
GOPers/right wingers think inside a very small and narrow box.

mugzy responds:

11/27/2012 9:35 PM CST

What kind of religious guy has a handle like "Fartbreath." That's one religion I don't want to belong to.

DavidGonzales responds:

11/27/2012 10:41 PM CST

Dr4hez: You said it succinctly (to the point) - I never thought of that but you are so very right on it...

dmathematician responds:

11/27/2012 3:33 PM CST

Someone should sue Liberty University for teaching that the Earth is only 6000 years old. It's brainwashing and
the poor students will be laughed at once they enter the real world.

genxgal wrote:

11/27/2012 3:39 PM CST

Now now-without Liberty U, how would we know about women's bodies shutting down their
reproductive capabilities once they've been raped?

whereareweandwhatarewedoinginthishandbasket responds:

Add your thoughts...
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11/27/2012 8:13 PM CST

It was the LIberty graduates who led to the firing of the US Attorneys, and they are the ones that
supported the litmus tests.

SpankerofMcFlyNuttyNeoconsTeaBaggersBushApologists responds:

11/27/2012 3:33 PM CST

Would it be too hard, Ms. Kliff, to use English here? I stopped counting at 5 mistakes, but they are so blatant I
wonder if there are any editors left at the Post. How about we start with your FIRST sentence: "The case at hand
is one filed Liberty University.." See the missing word "by"?? Paragraph 4 "But it does want are answers..." See
the missing word "what"?? Someone please review this work before it gets slopped onto the internet like an 8th
grader's last minute report.

bdean1 wrote:

11/27/2012 4:39 PM CST

I think the post does this to see if any neocon points it out! If a neocon points it out it means there's still
hope of reversing all the damage done by the neocon brainwashing machine!!

jakegbp responds:

11/27/2012 3:32 PM CST

Calling your business "religious" is not a free pass from the law. It's sickening (literally) that imaginary sky beings
are being used as justification to deny access to health care.

Radiation King wrote:

11/27/2012 6:21 PM CST

"sickening"? 
 

simontemplar responds:

11/27/2012 2:35 PM CST

Too late. Somebody send a pigeon to the justices and let them know that Obama already won.

forgetthis wrote:

11/27/2012 1:48 PM CST

For good or bad Obamacare is here to stay. These are just maneuvers that will help to tweak and refine the law.

ScrumMaster1 wrote:

Add your thoughts...

Add your thoughts...

Add your thoughts...
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Ultimately, it's a good thing for all people to have health care whether or not it costs all of us more money.

11/27/2012 2:27 PM CST

1. health care is not synonymous with health insurance 
2. Obamacare does not provide everyone with health insurance! it's NOT universal!  
3. It's a shame Obama has succeeded in misleading Americans on the crucial distinctions implied in 1
and 2.

twlaughtrack responds:

11/27/2012 3:10 PM CST

Universality was the goal but it was denied.

calibrese responds:

11/27/2012 1:29 PM CST

When the health care exchanges hit the markets in 2014, we will see health care companies promoting their
services in the same way we see them promoting Medicare advantage.  
 
The right-wing scare campaign against Obamacare will be challenged by the very businesses that support the
law.  
In this case, advertising will perform a useful public good because these advertisements will be the first
opportunity many FOX viewers will have had to be informed of the benefits the ACA holds for them.

karenfink wrote:

11/27/2012 4:03 PM CST

When people have coverage and can't find a doctor to take them what then?

Desertdiva responds:

11/27/2012 5:36 PM CST

desertdiva - the coverage people will have will be from Cigna, Blue Cross, Aetna, etc. Is your fear that
doctors will refuse to take anyone with private insurance? Or do you just think the increase in demand
for health care will swamp the existing supply of doctors? Not trying to provoke, I really want to
understand your concern.

think_hard responds:

11/27/2012 7:02 PM CST

desertdiva, is worried that too many folks will actually get health care and she/he might have to wait
longer to see a dr. or, according to Fox, she/he might just not get treated at all, since all those, poor,
scumbags will get treated first. it's all about "me first, or me above everyone else." GOP/right wing
mindset..... 

mugzy responds:

11/28/2012 11:21 AM CST
Endeavor responds:
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Heard the same thing when Medicare went into effect. Doctors won't take you, and indeed, some did
refuse to see Medicare patients. Then it affected their bottom line. Anyone know any doctors who
refuse to see Medicare patients today????

11/27/2012 1:19 PM CST

Once more the right wing RULES and regulates from the bench. 
Time to throw the conservative clowns out!

easysoul wrote:

11/27/2012 2:28 PM CST

more substance less vitriol might get people to actually consider your position rather than laughing at
it.

twlaughtrack responds:

Add your thoughts...

Add your thoughts...
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Jan.	  11,	  2013	  
	  
Ms.	  Claire	  Whitaker,	  	  
Assistant	  U.S.	  Attorney	  
Judiciary	  Center	  Building	  
555	  Fourth	  St.,	  N.W.,	  Rm.	  E4204	  	  
Washington,	  D.C.	  20530	  
Claire.Whitaker@usdoj.gov	  
	  
	  
RE:	  Landrith	  and	  Lipari	  v.	  Hon.	  Chief	  Justice	  Roberts12-‐cv-‐01916	  
	  
Dear	  Ms.	  Whitaker,	  	  
	  
Since	  we	  filed	  for	  prospective	  injunctive	  relief.	  In	  the	  District	  of	  Columbia,	  Sam	  has	  
had	  increased	  interference	  with	  his	  business	  web	  sites,	  email	  and	  phone	  
communications.	  I	  have	  also	  had	  increased	  federal	  court	  rulings	  taking	  my	  
constitutional	  rights	  contrary	  to	  the	  clearly	  established	  and	  controlling	  precedents	  
of	  the	  Tenth	  Circuit.	  	  
	  
In	  light	  of	  this	  new	  and	  subsequent	  conduct	  by	  federal	  officials	  after	  filing	  our	  
complaint,	  we	  are	  amenable	  to	  settling	  our	  controversy	  and	  dismissing	  our	  claim	  if	  
the	  USDOJ	  or	  a	  law	  firm	  it	  retains	  can	  get	  Medical	  Supply	  Chain	  incorporated	  in	  the	  
District	  of	  Columbia	  and	  the	  USDOJ	  or	  a	  law	  firm	  it	  retains	  can	  get	  myself	  admitted	  
to	  the	  District	  of	  Columbia	  Bar	  as	  an	  attorney.	  We	  believe	  this	  will	  allow	  us	  to	  restart	  
our	  business,	  make	  and	  enforce	  contracts	  and	  effectively	  enter	  the	  national	  market	  
for	  hospital	  supplies.	  	  
	  
For	  this	  offer	  of	  settlement	  to	  be	  accepted,	  you	  would	  have	  to	  communicate	  via	  
email	  your	  intent	  to	  accept	  this	  offer	  and	  reimburse	  our	  court	  costs	  	  by	  January	  18,	  
2013.	  This	  acceptance	  will	  have	  to	  expressly	  agree	  	  to	  provide	  us	  attorney	  
representation	  agreements	  by	  February	  1,	  2013	  to	  accomplish	  both	  of	  these	  acts	  
required	  to	  be	  completed	  prior	  to	  our	  voluntary	  dismissal.	  
	  
Sincerely,	  
	  
S/Bret	  D.	  Landrith	  
Bret	  D.	  Landrith	  
	  
S/	  Samuel	  K.	  Lipari	  
Samuel	  K.	  Lipari.	  
	  
Plaintiffs	  

Attachment 3 First Settlement Offer



Tuesday, February 26, 2013 6:56 PM

Page 1 of 2

Subject:	  RE:	  Se,lement	  Offer	  Landrith	  and	  Lipari	  v.	  Hon.	  Chief	  JusAce	  Roberts12-‐cv-‐01916	  
Date:	  Friday,	  January	  11,	  2013	  1:21	  PM	  
From:	  Bret	  Landrith	  <bret@bretlandrith.com>	  
To:	  <Claire.Whitaker@usdoj.gov>,	  <Saml@medicalsupplychain.com>	  
	  

  
  
Jan. 11, 2013 
  
Ms. Claire Whitaker,  
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Judiciary Center Building 
555 Fourth St., N.W., Rm. E4204  
Washington, D.C. 20530 
Claire.Whitaker@usdoj.gov 
  
RE: Settlement Offer Landrith and Lipari v. Hon. Chief Justice Roberts12-
cv-01916 
 
Dear Ms. Whitaker,  
  
Since we filed for prospective injunctive relief. In the District of Columbia, Sam 
has had increased interference with his business web sites, email and phone 
communications. I have also had increased federal court rulings taking my 
constitutional rights contrary to the clearly established and controlling precedents of 
the Tenth Circuit.  
  
In light of this new and subsequent conduct by federal officials after filing our 
complaint, we are amenable to settling our controversy and dismissing our claim if 
the USDOJ or a law firm it retains can get Medical Supply Chain incorporated in 
the District of Columbia and the USDOJ or a law firm it retains can get myself 
admitted to the District of Columbia Bar as an attorney. We believe this will allow 
us to restart our business, make and enforce contracts and effectively enter the 
national market for hospital supplies.  
  
For this offer of settlement to be accepted, you would have to communicate via 
email your intent to accept this offer and reimburse our court costs  by January 18, 
2013. This acceptance will have to expressly agree  to provide us attorney 



Page 2 of 2

representation agreements by February 1, 2013 to accomplish both of these acts 
required to be completed prior to our voluntary dismissal. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
S/Bret D. Landrith 
Bret D. Landrith 
  
S/ Samuel K. Lipari 
Samuel K. Lipari. 
  
Plaintiffs 



Saturday, March 2, 2013 4:22 PM

Page 1 of 3

Subject:	  RE:	  Se,lement	  Offer	  Landrith	  and	  Lipari	  v.	  Hon.	  Chief	  JusAce	  Roberts12-‐cv-‐01916	  
Date:	  Friday,	  January	  11,	  2013	  2:44	  PM	  
From:	  Whitaker,	  Claire	  (USADC)	  <Claire.Whitaker@usdoj.gov>	  
To:	  Bret	  Landrith	  <bret@bretlandrith.com>	  
	  

Dear	  Mr.	  Landrith, 
	   
I	  appreciate	  receiving	  your	  offer	  of	  seSlement.	  	  Could	  you	  call	  me	  to	  discuss	  it	  either	  this	  
aTernoon	  or	  Monday.	  	  Thanks. 
	   
Claire	  Whitaker 
Assistant	  U.S.	  ASorney 
555	  4th	  St.,	  N.W.	  E-‐4216 
Washington,	  D.C.	  20530 
202-‐514-‐7137	  (o) 
240-‐506-‐0502	  (C) 
202-‐514-‐7133	  (f) 
	   
Hand	  delivery/	  Physical	  address: 
501	  3rd	  Street,	  NW,	  4th	  Floor	   
Washington,	  DC	  20530 
	   

! 
	   
	   
	   
	  
From:	  Bret	  Landrith	  [mailto:bret@bretlandrith.com]	  	  
Sent:	  Friday,	  January	  11,	  2013	  2:21	  PM	  
To:	  Whitaker,	  Claire	  (USADC);	  Saml@medicalsupplychain.com	  
Subject:	  RE:	  SeSlement	  Offer	  Landrith	  and	  Lipari	  v.	  Hon.	  Chief	  Jusbce	  Roberts12-‐cv-‐01916 
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Jan. 11, 2013 
  
Ms. Claire Whitaker,  
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Judiciary Center Building 
555 Fourth St., N.W., Rm. E4204  
Washington, D.C. 20530 
Claire.Whitaker@usdoj.gov 
  
RE: Settlement Offer Landrith and Lipari v. Hon. Chief Justice Roberts12-
cv-01916 
 
Dear Ms. Whitaker,  
  
Since we filed for prospective injunctive relief. In the District of Columbia, Sam 
has had increased interference with his business web sites, email and phone 
communications. I have also had increased federal court rulings taking my 
constitutional rights contrary to the clearly established and controlling precedents of 
the Tenth Circuit.  
  
In light of this new and subsequent conduct by federal officials after filing our 
complaint, we are amenable to settling our controversy and dismissing our claim if 
the USDOJ or a law firm it retains can get Medical Supply Chain incorporated in 
the District of Columbia and the USDOJ or a law firm it retains can get myself 
admitted to the District of Columbia Bar as an attorney. We believe this will allow 
us to restart our business, make and enforce contracts and effectively enter the 
national market for hospital supplies.  
  
For this offer of settlement to be accepted, you would have to communicate via 
email your intent to accept this offer and reimburse our court costs  by January 18, 
2013. This acceptance will have to expressly agree  to provide us attorney 
representation agreements by February 1, 2013 to accomplish both of these acts 
required to be completed prior to our voluntary dismissal. 
  
Sincerely, 
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S/Bret D. Landrith 
Bret D. Landrith 
  
S/ Samuel K. Lipari 
Samuel K. Lipari. 
  
Plaintiffs 
	  



In The United States District Court

For The District Of Columbia

BRET D. LANDRITH,
SAMUEL K. LIPARI

Plaintiffs

VS.

Hon. JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR.,
Chief Justice of the United States
In his official capacity as head of the
Judicial Conference of the United States

Defendant

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 12-cv-01916-ABJ

Affidavit

AFFIDAVIT OF SAMUEL K. LIPARI

I, Samuel K. Lipari, with an address of 803 S. Lake Drive, in the City of Independence

and in the County of Jackson of the State of Missouri was the chief executive officer of

the now dissolved Missouri Corporation Medical Supply Chain, Inc. and the Chief

Technology Officer of Kansas Corporation Medical Supply Management, Inc. that

operates MedicalSupplyLine.com

On the morning of January 16,2013 I spoke with Comcast Cable about the continued

Internet service difficulties I had been having (See Exhibit 1). What alarmed me wasn't

what I captured in my exhibits but what was removed from the call in logs that I was

unable to capture, which I ask for later in my conversation (See Exhibit I pg. 2). I

requested a full transcript of the call because as I tried to capture the entire conversation,

more than half of the conversation was removed even though I tried to capture it several

times. (See Dates & Time Stamp Exhibits 2-5). The part of the conversation that is

1
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missing is when Comcast support asked me how I knew about the DOJ having back door

access to my Internet. When I said: Terri> Someone at Comcast is allowing the DOJ

access to the backend and they are obstructing justice by resetting my model constantly ....

I want to know who is resetting my modem constantly ...

From this point forward my conversation was removed because Comcast support said,

"How do you know about the DOJ back door". I made 4 additional attempts to capture

this statement and was unable (See Dates & Time Stamp Exhibits 2-5). Additionally, I

tried to capture the conversation from my temporary log files (See Exhibit 6). In addition

to my Internet being restricted and tampered with, on January 24, 2013 my cell phone

was blocked from calls and my carrier could not correct the problem (See Exhibit 7).

According to my carrier there was not problem he could identifY and an hour or so later

my phone just started working again.

Date 3-;2 -d-O&

Sig~ Notary

SUbscrib~daSWOrnb:e me on

JENNIFER HELM

Notary Public-Notary Seal

Slatt of MissourI-County of Jackson

My Commission Expires: Nov.18t 2013

Commission Number: 09400133

Date __

2

.-------------------------------



1/16/13 10:32 AM

Page 1 of 1about:blank

CHAT ID: 8F71177A-73FD-4BBB-B196-FCCBD674A713
Problem: Modem keeps stalling and rebooting

Maria Estrella > Hello Terri, Thank you for contacting Comcast Live Chat Support. My name is Maria Estrella. Please give me one
moment to review your information.
Maria Estrella > I really appreciate the time you are taking to contact us. I will be assisting you throughout our conversation until we
resolved your issue.
Terri > My Issue: Modem keeps stalling and rebooting
Maria Estrella > I understand that you have issues with your internet service.
Maria Estrella > Am I right, Terri?
Terri > Modem keeps stalling and rebooting
Maria Estrella > Oh, okay.
Maria Estrella >
Maria Estrella > Thank you so much for taking time to contact us, Terri.
Maria Estrella > I would like to know if the modem is comes from Comcast.
Terri > Yes
Maria Estrella > Okay.
Maria Estrella > Because of this issue did it interrupt your internet connection?
Terri > Yes, we didn't have trouble until the last few weeks... It appears to be the DOJ coming in and interfering with my
connection...
Terri > Why does it keep rebooting from time to time...
Maria Estrella > I rely on my internet service and I would all the equipments to work. Let me go ahead and help you with this.
Maria Estrella > Terri, since the issue is with the modem.
Maria Estrella > Comcast needs to replace that for free.
Maria Estrella > All you need to do is return the modem at the nearest local office and they will swap it with a new one.
Terri > There is not a problem with the modem.... someone keeps resetting the modem from the back end and I want you to tell me
why??? there is nothing wrong with the modem... after the backend reset it works fine.
Maria Estrella > Oh, okay. Thank you so much for clarifying that to me.
Maria Estrella > Terri, let me check on that for you.
Terri > What I want is for you to look at the log files and tell me who is resetting the model....
Maria Estrella > Terri, we can only reset the line when you chat with us and report that you have problem with your service.
Maria Estrella > The first thing we usually do is reset the line for you.
Terri > Someone at comcast is allowing the DOJ access to the backend and they are obstructing justice by resetting my model
constantly.... I want to know who is resetting my modem constantly...

This was a conversation I had with Comcast 
regarding DOJ interferience with my Internet 
connection. Unfortunantly the last part of the 
conversation was deleted before I could capture 
it. Comcast ask me how I knew about the DOJ 
backend tools... 10:30-10:45 Jan 16 2013

Exhibit 1



• CHAT ID: 94D49380-D7BB-4164-95D9-1E823CE23FA9
• Problem: I would like a full transcript of this chat ID: 8F71177A-73FD-4BBB-B196-

FCCBD674A713
• Jose > Hello Terri, Thank you for contacting Comcast Live Chat Support. My name is Jose. 

Please give me one moment to review your information.
• Terri > My Issue: I would like a full transcript of this chat ID: 8F71177A-73FD-4BBB-B196-

FCCBD674A713
• Jose > A pleasant day to you!
• Jose > If I understand you correctly, you are requesting a chat transcript for the chat id above, 

right?
• Terri > Yes, when I printed it half the conversation was gone....
• Jose > I am sorry to know that, Terri. I do apologize but we do not have any access for 

previous chat logs.
• Jose > I would be more glad to assist you with your issue, and information you need.
• Jose > May I know how can I help you, please.
• Terri > Hi Jose: I would like a full transcript of this chat ID: 8F71177A-73FD-4BBB-B196-

FCC674A713
• Jose > I am sorry but then again we do not have any access to previous chat ID's.
• Jose > May I ask what information you need that is on the Chat ID, please?
• Terri > I have most of it but I want all of it....
• Terri > Im here
• Jose > I'll try to provide you with the information you need instead here on chat, Terri.
• Jose > May I ask what information do you need that is on the chat id?
• Terri > I want the entire conversation.... Chat ID: 8F71177A-73FD-4BBB-B196-FCC674A713
• Jose > Terri, again, I am sorry but we do not have access to previous chat logs.
• Terri > That's all I need then.....
• Jose > Analyst has closed chat and left the room



1/16/13 10:54 AM

Page 1 of 1about:blank

CHAT ID: 8F71177A-73FD-4BBB-B196-FCCBD674A713
Problem: Modem keeps stalling and rebooting

Maria Estrella > Hello Terri, Thank you for contacting Comcast Live Chat Support. My name is Maria Estrella. Please give me one
moment to review your information.
Maria Estrella > I really appreciate the time you are taking to contact us. I will be assisting you throughout our conversation until we
resolved your issue.
Terri > My Issue: Modem keeps stalling and rebooting
Maria Estrella > I understand that you have issues with your internet service.
Maria Estrella > Am I right, Terri?
Terri > Modem keeps stalling and rebooting
Maria Estrella > Oh, okay.
Maria Estrella >
Maria Estrella > Thank you so much for taking time to contact us, Terri.
Maria Estrella > I would like to know if the modem is comes from Comcast.
Terri > Yes
Maria Estrella > Okay.
Maria Estrella > Because of this issue did it interrupt your internet connection?
Terri > Yes, we didn't have trouble until the last few weeks... It appears to be the DOJ coming in and interfering with my
connection...
Terri > Why does it keep rebooting from time to time...
Maria Estrella > I rely on my internet service and I would all the equipments to work. Let me go ahead and help you with this.
Maria Estrella > Terri, since the issue is with the modem.
Maria Estrella > Comcast needs to replace that for free.
Maria Estrella > All you need to do is return the modem at the nearest local office and they will swap it with a new one.
Terri > There is not a problem with the modem.... someone keeps resetting the modem from the back end and I want you to tell me
why??? there is nothing wrong with the modem... after the backend reset it works fine.
Maria Estrella > Oh, okay. Thank you so much for clarifying that to me.
Maria Estrella > Terri, let me check on that for you.
Terri > What I want is for you to look at the log files and tell me who is resetting the model....
Maria Estrella > Terri, we can only reset the line when you chat with us and report that you have problem with your service.
Maria Estrella > The first thing we usually do is reset the line for you.
Terri > Someone at comcast is allowing the DOJ access to the backend and they are obstructing justice by resetting my model
constantly.... I want to know who is resetting my modem constantly...

Exhibit 2
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CHAT ID: 8F71177A-73FD-4BBB-B196-FCCBD674A713
Problem: Modem keeps stalling and rebooting

Maria Estrella > Hello Terri, Thank you for contacting Comcast Live Chat Support. My name is Maria Estrella. Please give me one
moment to review your information.
Maria Estrella > I really appreciate the time you are taking to contact us. I will be assisting you throughout our conversation until we
resolved your issue.
Terri > My Issue: Modem keeps stalling and rebooting
Maria Estrella > I understand that you have issues with your internet service.
Maria Estrella > Am I right, Terri?
Terri > Modem keeps stalling and rebooting
Maria Estrella > Oh, okay.
Maria Estrella >
Maria Estrella > Thank you so much for taking time to contact us, Terri.
Maria Estrella > I would like to know if the modem is comes from Comcast.
Terri > Yes
Maria Estrella > Okay.
Maria Estrella > Because of this issue did it interrupt your internet connection?
Terri > Yes, we didn't have trouble until the last few weeks... It appears to be the DOJ coming in and interfering with my
connection...
Terri > Why does it keep rebooting from time to time...
Maria Estrella > I rely on my internet service and I would all the equipments to work. Let me go ahead and help you with this.
Maria Estrella > Terri, since the issue is with the modem.
Maria Estrella > Comcast needs to replace that for free.
Maria Estrella > All you need to do is return the modem at the nearest local office and they will swap it with a new one.
Terri > There is not a problem with the modem.... someone keeps resetting the modem from the back end and I want you to tell me
why??? there is nothing wrong with the modem... after the backend reset it works fine.
Maria Estrella > Oh, okay. Thank you so much for clarifying that to me.
Maria Estrella > Terri, let me check on that for you.
Terri > What I want is for you to look at the log files and tell me who is resetting the model....
Maria Estrella > Terri, we can only reset the line when you chat with us and report that you have problem with your service.
Maria Estrella > The first thing we usually do is reset the line for you.
Terri > Someone at comcast is allowing the DOJ access to the backend and they are obstructing justice by resetting my model
constantly.... I want to know who is resetting my modem constantly...
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Page 1 of 1about:blank

CHAT ID: 8F71177A-73FD-4BBB-B196-FCCBD674A713
Problem: Modem keeps stalling and rebooting

Maria Estrella > Hello Terri, Thank you for contacting Comcast Live Chat Support. My name is Maria Estrella. Please give me one
moment to review your information.
Maria Estrella > I really appreciate the time you are taking to contact us. I will be assisting you throughout our conversation until we
resolved your issue.
Terri > My Issue: Modem keeps stalling and rebooting
Maria Estrella > I understand that you have issues with your internet service.
Maria Estrella > Am I right, Terri?
Terri > Modem keeps stalling and rebooting
Maria Estrella > Oh, okay.
Maria Estrella >
Maria Estrella > Thank you so much for taking time to contact us, Terri.
Maria Estrella > I would like to know if the modem is comes from Comcast.
Terri > Yes
Maria Estrella > Okay.
Maria Estrella > Because of this issue did it interrupt your internet connection?
Terri > Yes, we didn't have trouble until the last few weeks... It appears to be the DOJ coming in and interfering with my
connection...
Terri > Why does it keep rebooting from time to time...
Maria Estrella > I rely on my internet service and I would all the equipments to work. Let me go ahead and help you with this.
Maria Estrella > Terri, since the issue is with the modem.
Maria Estrella > Comcast needs to replace that for free.
Maria Estrella > All you need to do is return the modem at the nearest local office and they will swap it with a new one.
Terri > There is not a problem with the modem.... someone keeps resetting the modem from the back end and I want you to tell me
why??? there is nothing wrong with the modem... after the backend reset it works fine.
Maria Estrella > Oh, okay. Thank you so much for clarifying that to me.
Maria Estrella > Terri, let me check on that for you.
Terri > What I want is for you to look at the log files and tell me who is resetting the model....
Maria Estrella > Terri, we can only reset the line when you chat with us and report that you have problem with your service.
Maria Estrella > The first thing we usually do is reset the line for you.
Terri > Someone at comcast is allowing the DOJ access to the backend and they are obstructing justice by resetting my model
constantly.... I want to know who is resetting my modem constantly...
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• CHAT ID: 94D49380-D7BB-4164-95D9-1E823CE23FA9
• Problem: I would like a full transcript of this chat ID: 8F71177A-73FD-4BBB-B196-

FCCBD674A713
• Jose > Hello Terri, Thank you for contacting Comcast Live Chat Support. My name is Jose. 

Please give me one moment to review your information.
• Terri > My Issue: I would like a full transcript of this chat ID: 8F71177A-73FD-4BBB-B196-

FCCBD674A713
• Jose > A pleasant day to you!
• Jose > If I understand you correctly, you are requesting a chat transcript for the chat id above, 

right?
• Terri > Yes, when I printed it half the conversation was gone....
• Jose > I am sorry to know that, Terri. I do apologize but we do not have any access for 

previous chat logs.
• Jose > I would be more glad to assist you with your issue, and information you need.
• Jose > May I know how can I help you, please.
• Terri > Hi Jose: I would like a full transcript of this chat ID: 8F71177A-73FD-4BBB-B196-

FCC674A713
• Jose > I am sorry but then again we do not have any access to previous chat ID's.
• Jose > May I ask what information you need that is on the Chat ID, please?
• Terri > I have most of it but I want all of it....
• Terri > Im here
• Jose > I'll try to provide you with the information you need instead here on chat, Terri.
• Jose > May I ask what information do you need that is on the chat id?
• Terri > I want the entire conversation.... Chat ID: 8F71177A-73FD-4BBB-B196-FCC674A713
• Jose > Terri, again, I am sorry but we do not have access to previous chat logs.
• Terri > That's all I need then.....
• Jose > Analyst has closed chat and left the room

Exhibit 5
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(11:03:57)SUPPORT:Welcome to H2OWIRELESS. Please wait for 
the next available representative. 

(11:04:43)SUPPORT: Thank you for contacting customer service, my 
name is H2OREP TIM. How can I help you?

(11:05:13)Samuel: My phone is telling me emergency call only
(11:05:25)Samuel: 8165071328
(11:05:52)Samuel: I have unlimited plan for over a year
(11:06:55)Samuel: this was my last refill 377869619702415
(11:07:34)Samuel: Is anyone there
(11:07:42)SUPPORT: Good day, Samuel.
(11:07:44)SUPPORT: I will be more than glad to assist you.
(11:08:36)Samuel: What's wrong with your service
(11:09:45)Samuel: Are you assisting me????????
(11:10:00)SUPPORT: 377869619702415 this is a $40 pin.
(11:10:20)SUPPORT: And it is service for 30 days, not a year.
(11:10:24)SUPPORT: Are you online?
(11:10:24)Samuel: yes and has worked fin until an hour or so ago
(11:10:38)Samuel: Yes
(11:11:09)Samuel: What do you mean am I online, im talking to you
(11:11:30)SUPPORT: your service is on, Samuel.
(11:11:33)Samuel: I have had you service for more than a year
(11:11:45)SUPPORT: What is the problem, you are having with?
(11:11:56)Samuel: I can call out.... tells me emergency only
(11:12:06)Samuel: I can't call otu
(11:12:12)SUPPORT: May I have the make and model of the device?
(11:12:54)SUPPORT: May I have the make and model of the device?
(11:13:40)Samuel: Samsung SGH-A887
(11:14:06)SUPPORT: Let me reset the service.
(11:14:45)Samuel: OK.... I took the battery out of my phone
(11:14:51)SUPPORT: Can you please turn off the device and turn it 

back on.
(11:16:40)Samuel: Yes
(11:18:04)Samuel: Did not work.....
(11:18:24)SUPPORT: Can you try the SIM in another device?
(11:21:26)Samuel: No... I don't have another device.... This phone 

has worked fine for over a year...
(11:22:46)SUPPORT: If the service is not working it can be two 

things: your device is locked or the SIM is damaged.
(11:23:30)Samuel: My phone keeps telling me emergency service 

only
(11:24:06)SUPPORT: The SIM is damaged.
(11:24:53)Samuel: I havent touched the sims....
(11:26:03)SUPPORT: Can you try it on another device?
(11:26:47)Samuel: Let me find my black berry
(11:33:48)Samuel: I can't find it
(11:33:56)SUPPORT: Are you online?
(11:34:09)Samuel: Yes
(11:34:42)Samuel: Im online
(11:35:57)SUPPORT: If you don't try the SIM on another device we 

can't make sure if it was damaged.
(11:37:14)Samuel: Ill try and find it again....
(11:37:57)SUPPORT: Is there anything else I can assist you with 

today Samuel?
(11:39:49)SUPPORT: Is there anything else I can assist you with 

today Samuel?
(11:41:00)SUPPORT: Sorry for the inconvenience, but I would need 

to disconect the chat in order to attend other customers, however, thank 
you for contacting H2O Wireless, have a wonderful day.
(11:41:01)Your session has been ended. Thank you.

Phone became usable at 11:35am
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(11:03:57)SUPPORT:Welcome to H2OWIRELESS. Please wait for 
the next available representative. 

(11:04:43)SUPPORT: Thank you for contacting customer service, my 
name is H2OREP TIM. How can I help you?

(11:05:13)Samuel: My phone is telling me emergency call only
(11:05:25)Samuel: 8165071328
(11:05:52)Samuel: I have unlimited plan for over a year
(11:06:55)Samuel: this was my last refill 377869619702415
(11:07:34)Samuel: Is anyone there
(11:07:42)SUPPORT: Good day, Samuel.
(11:07:44)SUPPORT: I will be more than glad to assist you.
(11:08:36)Samuel: What's wrong with your service
(11:09:45)Samuel: Are you assisting me????????
(11:10:00)SUPPORT: 377869619702415 this is a $40 pin.
(11:10:20)SUPPORT: And it is service for 30 days, not a year.
(11:10:24)SUPPORT: Are you online?
(11:10:24)Samuel: yes and has worked fin until an hour or so ago
(11:10:38)Samuel: Yes
(11:11:09)Samuel: What do you mean am I online, im talking to you
(11:11:30)SUPPORT: your service is on, Samuel.
(11:11:33)Samuel: I have had you service for more than a year
(11:11:45)SUPPORT: What is the problem, you are having with?
(11:11:56)Samuel: I can call out.... tells me emergency only
(11:12:06)Samuel: I can't call otu
(11:12:12)SUPPORT: May I have the make and model of the device?
(11:12:54)SUPPORT: May I have the make and model of the device?
(11:13:40)Samuel: Samsung SGH-A887
(11:14:06)SUPPORT: Let me reset the service.
(11:14:45)Samuel: OK.... I took the battery out of my phone
(11:14:51)SUPPORT: Can you please turn off the device and turn it 

back on.
(11:16:40)Samuel: Yes
(11:18:04)Samuel: Did not work.....
(11:18:24)SUPPORT: Can you try the SIM in another device?
(11:21:26)Samuel: No... I don't have another device.... This phone 

has worked fine for over a year...
(11:22:46)SUPPORT: If the service is not working it can be two 

things: your device is locked or the SIM is damaged.
(11:23:30)Samuel: My phone keeps telling me emergency service 

only
(11:24:06)SUPPORT: The SIM is damaged.
(11:24:53)Samuel: I havent touched the sims....
(11:26:03)SUPPORT: Can you try it on another device?
(11:26:47)Samuel: Let me find my black berry
(11:33:48)Samuel: I can't find it
(11:33:56)SUPPORT: Are you online?
(11:34:09)Samuel: Yes
(11:34:42)Samuel: Im online
(11:35:57)SUPPORT: If you don't try the SIM on another device we 

can't make sure if it was damaged.
(11:37:14)Samuel: Ill try and find it again....
(11:37:57)SUPPORT: Is there anything else I can assist you with 

today Samuel?
(11:39:49)SUPPORT: Is there anything else I can assist you with 

today Samuel?
(11:41:00)SUPPORT: Sorry for the inconvenience, but I would need 

to disconect the chat in order to attend other customers, however, thank 
you for contacting H2O Wireless, have a wonderful day.
(11:41:01)Your session has been ended. Thank you.

Phone became usable at 11:35am



In The United States District Court
For The District Of Columbia

BRET D. LANDRITH,
SAMUEL K. LIPARI

Plaintiffs

vs.

Hon. JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR.,
Chief Justice of the United States
In his official capacity as head of the
Judicial Conference of the United States

Defendant

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 12-cv-01916-ABJ

Affidavit

AFFIDA VIT OF RYAN J. LIPARI

I, Ryan Lipari, with an address of200 North East Locust Drive, in the City of Blue

Springs and in the County of Jackson of the State of Missouri am unemployed after

helping my uncle Samuel K. Lipari and volunteering to hold an officer position in

Medical Supply Management, Inc. in the development of Medical Supply Line. com.

On 2/24/2013 at 1:00pm I experienced problems with my Internet service. My

computer would not access my wireless router. I ran a search for available wireless

networks and during my search my list of available networks included "FBI

Surveillance Van". While the FBI surveillance van network was on my list my

personal network "Lipari Network" was unavailable. After about 30 minutes of

restarting the equipment I was able to access my network and at that point the

network "FBI Surveillance Van" was no longer available. Also, on 2/27/2013 at 2:30

1
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PMa new network was within reach of my wireless card and was added to my list of

available networks. "Restricted Government Access"

Date 3~)2.///
I I

Signature ~ Notary

Subscribe

JENNIFER HELM

Notary Public-Notary Seal

Slat. of Missouri-County 01Jackson

My Commission Expires: Nov.18, 2013

Commission Number: 09400133

Date _
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Feb. 20, 2013 
 
Ms. Claire Whitaker,  
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Judiciary Center Building 
555 Fourth St., N.W., Rm. E4204  
Washington, D.C. 20530 
Claire.Whitaker@usdoj.gov 
 
 
RE: Second Settlement Offer 
 Landrith and Lipari v. Hon. Chief Justice Roberts,12-cv-01916 
 
Dear Ms. Whitaker,  
 
By now you know there is no nonsanctionable argument that the court lacks subject 
matter jurisdiction over the Chief Justice in his function as head of the Judicial 
Conference Of The United States under Stump v. Sparkman, 435 U.S. 349, 362-63, 98 
S.Ct. 1099, 55 L.Ed.2d 331 (1978). And you know no appellate court has found an 
exception to judicial liability for the prospective injunctive relief we seek under Pulliam 
v. Allen, 466 U.S. 522, 104 S.Ct. 1970, 80 L.Ed.2d 565 (1984) where the party had no 
relief at law. 
 
The Chief Justice is also now liable for the post filing conduct of his agent Attorney 
General Eric H. Holder, Jr. where the USDOJ in direct response to our lawsuit redoubled 
their disruptive surveillance of us and even stopped our phone service and committed 
other acts to interfere with Sam Lipari’s business and to violate our First, Fourth and 
Fifth Amendment rights for the purpose of defending the Chief Justice through 
extrajudicial means. 
 
The Chief Justice is also now subject to the proof of the plaintiffs’ claims in the post 
filing conduct of his Kansas District Court and Tenth Circuit Court judges, legal clerks 
and clerks of the court committed in concert with the US Attorney for the District of 
Kansas.  
 
The plaintiffs will amend their complaint by right under FED. R. CIV. P. 15(a)(1)(B) 
within 21 days of defendant’s first responsive pleading to include these additional 
specific unlawful acts of conduct separate from court orders that violate the plaintiffs’ 
constitutional rights and to address any deficiencies you may raise in a 12(b) motion.  
 
We have seen evidence of your investigation of our complaint and that you now have 
knowledge (imputed to you at law) of the veracity of the complaint’s factual allegations. 
You now know federal officials knowingly participated in 15 U.S.C. §§ 1,2 (Sherman 
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Act) criminal conduct and violations of the Civil Rights Acts 18 USC §§ 241, 242, and 
245 with state officials, injuring the plaintiffs.  
 
We are therefore extending this second settlement offer settling our controversy and 
dismissing our claim if 
 

1) the USDOJ closes its Western District of Missouri office, temporarily assigns the 
caseload to other offices until it replaces the office’s Assistant US Attorneys; and 
 

2) the Tenth Circuit Chief Judge Hon. Mary Beck Briscoe resigns her judgeship; and 
 

 
3) the USDOJ or a law firm it retains can get Medical Supply Chain incorporated in 

the District of Columbia; and 
 

4) the USDOJ or a law firm it retains can get myself admitted to the District of 
Columbia Bar as an attorney. 

 
We believe this will allow us to restart our business, make and enforce contracts and 
effectively enter the national market for hospital supplies.  
 
For this offer of settlement to be accepted, you would have to communicate via email 
your intent to accept this offer and reimburse our court costs by March 8, 2013. This 
acceptance will have to be by email and have to expressly agree to provide us attorney 
representation agreements by March 15, 2013. The closing of the W.D. of MO USDOJ 
office and announcement of Chief Judge Hon. Mary Beck Briscoe’s resignation would 
have to be by March 29th , 2013. Accomplishment of these acts is required to be 
completed prior to our voluntary dismissal. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
S/Bret D. Landrith 
Bret D. Landrith 
 
S/ Samuel K. Lipari 
Samuel K. Lipari. 
 
Plaintiffs 
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Subject:	  RE:	  	  Landrith	  and	  Lipari	  v.	  Hon.	  Chief	  Jus<ce	  Roberts,12-‐cv-‐01916	  
Date:	  Monday,	  February	  25,	  2013	  2:52	  PM	  
From:	  Whitaker,	  Claire	  (USADC)	  <Claire.Whitaker@usdoj.gov>	  
To:	  Bret	  Landrith	  <bret@bretlandrith.com>	  
Cc:	  "Rowan,	  Reginald	  (USADC)"	  <Reginald.Rowan@usdoj.gov>	  
	  

Hi	  Mr.	  Landrith, 
	   
I	  just	  sent	  the	  email	  message	  below	  to	  Mr.	  Lipari,	  but	  it	  was	  returned	  as	  undeliverable.	  	  I	  will	  
need	  a	  brief	  extension	  of	  the	  due	  date	  for	  the	  Chief	  JusWce’s	  answer.	  	  Will	  you	  consent	  to	  a	  
week	  or	  10-‐day	  extension	  of	  Wme	  for	  the	  filing	  of	  an	  answer	  or	  other	  response	  in	  this	  case?	  	  Let	  
me	  know	  by	  return	  email.	  	  Thanks. 
	   
AUSA	  Claire	  Whitaker 
	   
Dear	  Mr.	  Lipari, 
I	  am	  moving	  for	  a	  brief	  extension	  of	  Wme	  to	  answer	  or	  otherwise	  respond	  to	  your	  complaint	  
against	  the	  Chief	  JusWce.	  	  Will	  you	  consent	  to	  a	  week	  or	  10-‐day	  extension?	  	  Please	  let	  me	  know	  
by	  return	  email.	  	  Or	  call	  me	  on	  the	  numbers	  listed	  below.	  It’s	  3:43	  pm,	  here	  in	  DC.	  	  I	  am	  
stepping	  out	  for	  a	  few	  minutes	  and	  will	  be	  back	  around	  4:15	  pm.	  	  If	  you	  want	  to	  talk	  to	  
someone	  right	  away,	  call	  Reggie	  Rowan	  at	  202-‐514-‐7137	  or	  7167.	  	  He	  is	  cc’d	  on	  the	  email. 
Claire	  Whitaker 
Assistant	  U.S.	  Aaorney 
555	  4th	  St.,	  N.W.	  E-‐4216 
Washington,	  D.C.	  20530 
202-‐514-‐7137	  (o) 
240-‐506-‐0502	  (C) 
202-‐514-‐7133	  (f) 
	   
Hand	  delivery/	  Physical	  address: 
501	  3rd	  Street,	  NW,	  4th	  Floor	   
Washington,	  DC	  20530 
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Subject:	  RE:	  Jus.ce	  Roberts’	  Request	  For	  an	  Extension	  	  
Date:	  Monday,	  February	  25,	  2013	  4:59	  PM	  
From:	  Bret	  Landrith	  <bret@bretlandrith.com>	  
To:	  "Whitaker,	  Claire	  (USADC)"	  <Claire.Whitaker@usdoj.gov>,	  Samuel	  Lipari	  <saml@medicalsupplychain.com>	  
	  

February 25, 2013 
Ms. Claire Whitaker,  
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Judiciary Center Building 
555 Fourth St., N.W., Rm. E4204  
Washington, D.C. 20530 
Claire.Whitaker@usdoj.gov 
  
RE: Justice Roberts’ Request For an Extension  
Dear Ms. Whitaker, 
I am concerned by statements you made during our phone conversation at around 
4:45 AM EST this day. 
To reiterate, Sam and I oppose the extension. As I stated, our litigation in federal 
courts has shown us that an extension is invariably part of a bad faith effort to 
prepare a Rule 12(b) motion for dismissal misrepresenting controlling precedent. 
Our concern is heightened by the extrinsic fraud being committed by the USDOJ in 
response to our original filing of the complaint which I have twice brought to your 
attention in settlement offer letters that you seem unfamiliar with. As I stated, we 
are upset that most recently this involved the F.B.I. ‘s surveillance of Sam’s nephew 
on Sunday.  
You appeared to demonstrate a lack of diligence regarding the case besides the mere 
inability to meet the deadline for your esteemed client. The second letter’s first 
paragraph stated the controlling precedent for subject matter jurisdiction over the 
form of relief we are seeking. You were dismissive of these two US Supreme Court 
decisions that provide for prospective injunctive relief in his ministerial capacity as 
administrator of the courts, and described misrepresenting the relief we were 
seeking as having the Chief Judge tell other judges how to rule. I brought to your 
attention that deliberately misrepresenting the complaint is the modus operandi used 
in Kansas District Court and that an important part of defending your client is 
complying with your D.C. Rules of Professional Conduct 8.3 (a) and(b) which 
requires you to report ethical misconduct of attorneys and judges and which as an 
Assistant US Attorney, 28 U.S.C. § 530B mandates that you obey. 
Had you exercised your required diligence, federal officials would likely have 
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ceased the misconduct described in our complaint and potentially, the action could 
be dismissed as moot if  laws were enforced by Chief Justice Robert’s court 
administration.  
I ask you not to participate in criminal felonies of USDOJ and FBI employees by 
seeking an extension for the purpose of giving them more time to commit extrinsic 
frauds violating the rights Sam Lipari and myself in an effort to extort us into 
dismissing our claim for redress. 
Sincerely, 
S/Bret D. Landrith 
Bret D. Landrith 
  
S/ Samuel K. Lipari 
Samuel K. Lipari. 
  
Plaintiffs 
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